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Faculty Morale 
Plummets Nationwide 
\tOHGANTOWN, WV (CPS)--
\\"lwn west Virginia developed 
1lw worst unemployment rate 
111 1hc U.S. and Gov. Jay 
Hockeft>ller cut the state 
lludget in response. Dr. Donal.ct 
\lt·nzrll figured it was timr to 
111.ik<· a choice. . 
west Virginia University told 
111111 he"d have to forget gelling 
,111, significant salary increase 
tor 1he second year in a row. 
of many college teachers and 
administrators who arc open-
ing classes this fall trying to 
escape several moral pro-
blems while keeping one eye 
on the job market. 
The severe budget cuts of 
the last three years. in short. 
seem to be pushing teachers 
over the edge this year. 
the umver~ity of llhnoi~. "I do 
know the numbers are largr-." 
However many there are. no 
one disputes the reasons they 
arc moving. 
Faculty members. says 
Spitzherg, are simply "tired of 
hard times on campll':i ... Those 
hard times often translate into 
salary freezes. increased 
workloads. and even prohibi-
tions from cash-short schools 
again.st huymg needed 
materials for class work. 
I 
11 was too much for the 
polilical science professor. 
w!Hl not only wanted more 
monc·y but ,vas dispirited by 
1!1<· constant cutbacks and 
,1( <1dcmic compromises forceci 
!1\· 1he budget problems. 
No one knows exartly how 
many !eachers are moving. 
Estimate..<; range from 30,000 to 
100.000. Most likely to move 
are the 100.000-some non-
tenured teachers now working 
on U.S. campuses. says Irving 
Spitzberg, retiring head of the 
American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP). 
the third biggest college 
teachers· union. 
"We arc having terrible pro-
blems" holding lt'achers on 
campus. reports Margart'! 
Schmid. president of the 
University Professionals of 
Illinois. 
Planned Parenthood 
.. , cannot function with that 
1111wli instability," he com-
pl,1ins. "If you are at all 
prof1·ssionally-minded. you 
c,mnot do that." 
A salary freeze in Nevada 
means "we will face a signifi-
cant brain drain." adds Allen 
Mori. chairman of the Universi-
ty of Nevada-La<; Vega<;' Facul-
ty Senate. 
Causes Controversy 
so Menzell went job hunting, 
t111c1lly finding an. open spot at 
1hc University of South Florida. 
where he'll start this 
December. 
\lenzcll. of course. is just one 
Spitzberg says he can·t even 
estimate how many tenured 
professors arc preparing to 
leave. 
"I don't think anybody can 
give you a number," adds Vic-
tor Stone. AAUP president in Il-
linois and a law professor at 
At \Vest Virginia. the faculty 
vacancy rate is four times 
higher than ever before, 
Parking Problems On Campus 
by Barbara A. Richard 
Planned Parenthood of Tom-
pkins County only made a sim-
ple request: to be awarded an 
area variance which would 
enable it to expand its facilities 
and services in Ithaca. The 
original problem was just as 
simple: is there enough side 
and rear parking for the pro-
posed expansions? But the 
whole situation is now a 
heated community debate- on 
abortion. 
On September 6, 1983 Plann-
ed Parenthood. locate<! at 314 
W. State in Ithaca. was grante<l 
the variance as long as the 
facility wntr-d for more parking 
spaces. The crnter had 800 
supporters c1nd 4,000 
signatures with them while on-
ly approximately :iso people 
were there to oppose the 
variance. 
The debate. t1owevcr. did 
not stop there. Apparently, the 
Knights of Columbus threaten-
ed to appealto the Board of 
Zoning Appeals. But right now 
this is just a rumor. According 
to Betty Falcao. the public af-
fairs director of Planned Paren-
by Dian Dulberger from the parking lots in the and others worked with the thood, no formal appeal has 
This is the first of two articles dark, back to their rooms. Director of Sakty and Securi- been acknowledged and the 
dealing with the issu·e of park- Apparently the lighting ty. Her memo to student facility has already rented the 
ing space atltbaca College. The facilities are the problem: but government stated "I believe parking spaces. 
people some of which arc 
Ithaca College students. hut 
but many of them are com-
munity members. The ser-
vices include contraceptive 
care. infertility counseling. and 
the treatment of sexually 
transmitted <lisea<;es. Pregnan-
cy test are also given and they 
help the women, if pregnant. 
decide what is best for them. 
As Eileen Gaffin. counseling 
supervisor. stated it is in no 
way a "~ervin· as funneling 
people into abortion." 
The reason many Ithaca Col-
lq,le students don't ~eek these 
services at the Planned l'art·n-
thood is because they are of-
tcred here at the Hammond 
Health Center on ( ,unpus. The· 
health ccn1t·r offers sc•rv1cc "111 
neecl of conticlcntial mstruc-
tion. guidance and prescript1on 
regarding llirth control. 
pregnancy or any other matter 
of sexuality" as stated in thC' 
1983-84 lhtara College hand-
book. According to Dr. John 
Macaulay, director of the health 
center. "Everyone at the health 
center supports Planned 
Parenthood of Tomp~ins 
County, however. the same 
services are offered here. We 
work in cooperation with the 
Center and recognize it~ need 
m the communitv." first article is to expose the pro- students must realize that we do not have a parking pro- At the present time. Planned 
blems that are seen and beard there are priority areas in blem but a condition of parking Parenthood aids over 3,000 
of and make both student and which lights can be installed. inconvenience." ~====================== 
administration aware of regula- The lighting in front of the The committee as a whole diagonal stripping in · p lot. parking where. The red 
lions. The second article will quads is new and was placed resolved to support certain which is near Dillingham stickers signify the resident 
voice the corrections that have there to alleviate fears of walk- suggestions brought before Center. This would make room students(soph. ,junior. and 
already been made and those ing in that area. them. Among them were, in for a couple of more parking senior), gold represents the 
which have yet to be Another big problem is that order of priority: 1. To hire a spaces. commuter students. green is 
implemented. of the off-campus students not nine month meter person to The group did not support designated for all freshpcrsons 
Bob Leary, President of Stu- having enough parking space. ticket illegally parked cars. This suggestions of: open park- and blue for faculty and ad-
dent Government, stated that The Union lot is designated for person should not be a student ing(first come, first served): ministration. Gray indicates alll 
from the correspondence the commuting students, but resi- due to excessive peer selling parking stickers: using a special vehicles. such as those 
council had received, two pro- dent students fail to abide by pressure. 2. Prevent resident lottery system; using blue emergency service 
blerns seem to stand out. First, this rule, consequently the students from "hopscot- stickers for long term automobiles, maintenace 
Sludents feel there are not commuters lose out. ching"(moving from lot to lot to employees: and restricting workers, those jobs requiring 
enough parking spots at peak Pat Winn, Manager of Special be closer to each class). freshmens· vehicles on regular access to restricted 
hours; during classs days, and Events, took part in a study Hopscotching usually takes campus. areas and vendors. Black 
secondly, residents of the Ter- conducted in February of '83. place during the hours of s to The codes used on the specifies variencc parking 
race~, especially women, do She was part of a ".Parking s, Monday-Friday. 3. In- stickers signal Safety and while white . denotes 
·, OOl··,lik.e.-,lbe,. -idca,,~f,."1alkiog,•.Subt€ammluee1.1.jO'whlct,.she ·• ,, vestigate- the , ~ihilitif'S• of• .soourily ..as fO who :shoutd re O , .molor.cycles. ,- , .. · , ., • 
2 THE ITHACAN 
FROM OUR POINT OF VIEW 
The recent rash of pulled 
fire alarms in the early 
morning hours has come 
to the attention of the 
ITHACAN. These pulled 
alarms were not set off for 
any apparent fire danger 
but were the work!sl of 
practical jokers or van-
dals. Pulling a false alarm 
is not a practical joke or a 
game. pulling a fire alarm 
is a crime and is treated 
as such on the Ithaca Col-
lege Campus. 
In the average week on 
this College's Campus 
there is twenty-one fire 
alarms pulled. When a 
alarm is set off on this 
campus it does not only 
ring in the dorm or 
building it is pulled in, nor 
is it only reported to the 
security division on cam-
pus. A pulled fire alarm 
sets off an alarm at the 
fire station downtown and 
fire trucks and equipment 
are sent up to the Ithaca 
College Campus to res-
pond to the alarm. 
When responding to an 
alarm the Ithaca Fire 
department is sending 
valuble manpower and 
equipment to this campus 
in response to the alarm. 
If the alarm turned in is a 
false alarm, then valuble 
manpower and equip-
ment has been sent for no 
reason. This waste of 
time for the fire depart-
ment is not only a misuse 
of their service, but it is a 
disservice to the whole 
Ithaca City community. 
Running the fire depart-
ment takes money and 
having the fire depart-
ment coming to Ithaca 
College threel3l times a 
day taxes the depart-
ments resources 
immensely. 
The fire department is a 
professional service, each 
time they receive a call 
they treat it like a life and 
death situation. But hav-
ing to respond to more 
false alarms on this cam-
pus each week than they 
are called to Cornell 
University, a school three 
times our size runs ter-
ribly close to setting a 
analogy to the boy who 
calls wolf. If this school 
continues to have the fire 
service responding to so 
many false alarms, the 
firemen will begin to treat 
each alarm they receive 
from here as a · false 
alarm. That puts the 
whole campus in danger 
because seconds can 
mean the differece in sav-
ing human life if there 
was an actual fire on 
campus. 
With each alarm a 
security personnel is sent 
out to investigate. These 
people are doing their job, 
pulling a false alarm is a 
crime and must be 
treated as such. A person 
who is caught reporting a 
false alarm can expect a 
full hearing in fronf of the 
College's Judical Board 
and probable expulsion. 
Pulling a false fire alarm is 
n<:>t only a inconvience tc 
people in the dorm it isa 
disservice to the wholi 
Ithaca College commum 
ty. If you see a persor, 
pulling a fire alarm it ~ 
your responsibility to 1ft 
someone know who plill 
ed the alarm. Your name 
will not be brought up in 
the hearings or investiga-
tion that will follow. There 
is no reward for reportini 
a person who pulled a 
false alarm, but you wm 
have done a service for 
the whole community, 
that may someday save a 
life. 
' ' Rush" Defined Hospital Offers Help 
for Stroke Victims by Nancy Anne Wilson 
In the past couple of weeks 
there have been many ads, 
banners and flyers around 
campus advertising fraternity 
and sorority "rush parties". 
Well, what are these rush par-
ties, and for that matter, what 
is "rush"? 
The applicable definition of 
the word rush, according to 
The Random House Dictionary 
is, "to entertain (a prospective 
fraternity or sorority member) 
before making bids for 
membership." 
This definition is very vague, 
because as former "rushees" 
have found, the rush process 
encompasses a great deal 
more than entertainment. 
Rush is a chance to learn 
about a particular fraternity or 
sorority and meet its members 
on an infonnal basis. R\&l ls 
also a time for one to decide 
whether or not the fratemlty Is 
right for one's self. 
At the same time, the Greek 
house in question is able to 
determine if it can meet the 
new individual's expectations. 
By attending rush parties, one 
is able to learn the purpose of 
each organization, meet new 
people and gain insight into the 
Greek system. One makes no 
committments to the Greek 
house by attending, so he/she 
has ·nothing to lose by going. 
Ithaca College has eight 
Greek houses on its campus, 
providing a variety of Greek 
· life. Sigma Alpha Iota is an 
academic fraternity for women 
in music. Mu Phi Epsilon and 
Kappa Gamma Psi are profes-
sional coed music fraternities. 
Phi Mu Alpha is a professional 
male music fraternity. Delta Psi 
Kappa is a professional co-ed 
physical education fraternity. 
Pi Lamda Chi is a men's social 
service fraternity, and Delta Phi 
Zeta and Gamma Delta Pi are 
women's social service 
sororities. 
All of the Ithaca Colle~e 
Greek houses are now conduc-
ting rush parties for the fall, and 
will do so once again in the 
spring. The Intra Fraternity 
council, which governs all the 
Greek houses, requires that in-
dividuals be at least a second 
semester freshperson and in 
good academic standing to 
receive a bid from any campus 
fraternity or sorority. The in-
dividual Greek house may also 
have its own requirements, 
such as a specific field interest 
or minimum GPA. However, 
everyone is invited to attend 
the rush parties to learn more 
about each organil.ation and Its 
structure. 
Fraternities and sororities are 
not for everyone. They should, 
however, be given a chance to 
show what they can offer and 
a rush party is a great way to 
give them that chance. 
The author is a sister of Delta Phi 
Zeta. 
ITHACA, N.Y. (September 7, regularities in blood vessc~ 
1983)---New diagnostic epuip- that could impair blood flow to 
ment has enabled the Vascular the brain and cause a strike 
Laboratory at Tor.ipkins Com- can thus be seen. 
munity Hospital to take a ma- During the hour-long, 
jor step in the prevention of painless exam, a technician 
strokes- the third leading passes a probe, which looks 
medical cause of death in the like an electric shaver, back 
United States. and forth across the neck. The 
The new Duplex Scanner image of blood flowing through 
allows physicians to assess the arterues appears on a T.\'. 
blood circulation to the brain, screen, and is simultaneously 
and therefore, to treat people recorded on videotape for fur· 
at risk of having a stroke. ther study. 
before an accident happens. Tompkins Community 
Close to ninety percent of all Hospital is the only hospital in 
strokes are associated with the central New York area to 
disease of the cartoid arteries, offer duplex-scan screening. 
the blood vessels to the brain. Like the other equipment in the 
The Duplex Scanner uses two Vascular Lab, the new device 
.kinds of ultrasound, high fre- uses a non-invasive pro· 
,quency sound waves, to cedure. This means no radia· 
detect blood flow through tion, needles, punctures, or in· 
these vessels and to make cisions are needed. 
~heir walls visible. Small ir-
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BRIEFS/LETTERS 
Student Questions Freedom 
. , 
I 
To the Editors: Agency) IS constantly going other planets to go to. 
While attending the meeting about the .business of I'm sure that the Young 
S.A.B. Replies 
To Editorial 
of the "Young Americans for psychologically preparing Americans for Freedom will 
Freedom" last Thursday even- Americans for nuclear war. question everything I've writ- To the E.ditors: 
ing. t noticed that their At least the young conser- ten, especially since I've been we are writing in respor:ise to 
philosophies were littered with vatives aren't without irnagina- taught by "communist suppor- last week's "From Our Point of 
contradictions which became tion. They are in fact endorsing ting leftover radical hippies View." The Student Activities 
more apparent as the night the proposal that the U.S. from the 60's." Unfortunately, Board appreciates that the 
progressed. develop a satallite equipped this poor frightened group pro- editors of the Ithacan recognize 
what is freedom? These with a particle beam weapon bably doesn't read as much in that there is a problem with the 
young conservatives support to orbit around the Earth, sup- a year as some of these pro- lack of non-alcohol related ac-
military intervention in Central posedly able to disintegrate fessors do in a week. Perhaps tivities on campus. We regret. 
America, Lebanon. and weapons out of the sky. Per- they should develop some however. that S.A.B. was not 
anywhere else in the world; sonally, I'd enjoy life if I felt I skills like introspection and consulted before the editorial 
wr must "encourage and sup- was aboard the Starship Enter- open-mindedness. was written. In fact, we agree 
port wars of liberation in Com- prise, possessing the power to Pat Ryan with the editors· position and 
munist slave states." eliminate the evil Klingon em- have several events planned 
However, they didn't explain pire; but the Russians aren't The author is Chairman of Students that are similar to their 
our positive relations with Klingons, and we. unlike the and Teachers Alligned for Nuclear suggestions. 
China. a communist country, .--:.r....:re;_.w~of_t.;..h.;..e_En __ te-'rp:...r_is_e.;.., h_a_v_e_n_o __ D_is_ar_m_a_m_en_t _____ --i For example, the Open Mike 
nor did they explain the U.S. F h h Night committee of S.A.B. is 
imposition of arms to Costa or W om T e now schedling the traditional 
Rira. a free country which has Open Mike Nights: the first of 
had no need of a military until B ll T ll which is planned for October 
quilt' recently. This "need" is e O s 19. In addition. it had previous-
still more than questionable.. ly been decided that this event 
Furthermore, our national To the Editors: not take from the mouth of should not be held in the Pub 
leaders see freedom as the Shhh ... Listen carefully. Far labor the bread it has earned-- for the specific reason that the 
protection of our capitalist away. not quite audible in the this is the sum of good im- editorial mentions. Therefore. 
economic system at any cost, daily humdrum. Strain your provement. Like many of Jef- Open Mike Nights will be held 
not as an expression of human ears and you can almost make ferson's comment's this one in the Crossroads. 
rights. ii out. A large bell, immense in was well thought out and has The Travel and Recreation 
war. and the subsequent scope, ringing somewhere far. stood up to nearly two hun- committees are currently co-
growth of the military-industrial far away. Its a bell that's ring- dred years of challenge. I think sponsoring a chance to go 
complex is in our best in- ing for the end. It calls to us that all of what Jefferson had horseback riding on an upcom-
terests, because when we are everyday. How can we make to_say is still valid today. Ap- ing weekend. Also. ar-
fighting a war for freedom we it out? Where does it sound? tn parently the Young Americans rangements for weekend "get· 
are really fighting a war for clarion calls of the visciously for Freedom(who publish away" trips are being finalized 
capitalism. As exemplified in intolerant. left and right. Guardian Angel) do also. by the Travel committee. 
the 1973 military coup in Chile, Beneath their All-American "Which shall restrain men And most significantly the 
vert the Crossroads into a 
"dance club" on Friday nights. 
This program is specifically 
designed for people who do 
not want to, or cannot easily 
leave campus i.e. 
underclassmen. 
Finally, the Films committee 
provides an alternative to the 
drinking scene by showing 
popular as well as classic 
movies every weekend. 
These events, in addition to 
speakers, concerts. and other 
programs varying from 
"Turkey Trot" to improvisa-
tional theatre. are programs 
that are directed to the whole 
campus---to the widest possi-
ble audiences. The Student Ac· 
tivities Board (S.A.B.) is 
devoted to implementing a 
wide variety of events. At this 
early point of the semester 
many programs are being 
planned (some finalized) that 
should be interesting to the 
whole campus. including 
freshmen and those who are 
not yet of legal age to drink. 
Given lime these programs will 
become a reality. 
We are sorry that the Ithacan 
hastily wrote their editorial. In 
the future perhaps they would 
do better to substantiate their 
opinions before they print 
them. the U.S. will support any voices, the bell's ominous from injuring one another ... "-· Coffeehouse committee is 
Fascist, repressive regime so tones echoes. Signals of the the YAF subscribes to this i-c.a.;...lre_a°"'d;.,<ly ___ m_a_ki .... n ..,111:...,0 ... la __ n __ s ____ to_co_n_---' ___ s_t_u_d_en_t_A_c_u_·v_iu_·e_s_Bo_a_r_d 
long as it can be used to further end. idea. So let me describe the in- M A • d-
the gap between East and 1 read a publication tonight side back cover of this publica- ore I • 
west and protect the. interests called the The ·Gilardian Angel. tion. It is an appeal for aid to , 
of American big business. It scared the hell out of me. Let the Afghan Freedom Fighters· E • 
Sometimes democracy and me tell you something about it. Fund·- a legitimate enterprise, An d as I er 
even peace are not in our best Come listen to that deep tone I trust. Across the top of the 
interests. . of the bell. page in broad letters read the 
The young Republicans are The front page has a quote words, "Stop Communism 
in 1otal support of the deploy- from Ronald Reagan. That is Dead." The slogan after that 
ment of first-strike weapons to not surprising or frightening. It though is a real kicker. Ready 
Europe this fall. "We must de- is merely typical. It is also one for a return to McCarthyism? 
fend \VeStern Europe with of RR's more lucid statements. The slogan says, "Buy a bullet. 
cruise missile", said one panel "The ultimate determinant in zap a Russian Invader." No 
member. Yet just five minutes the struggle now going on for kidding. It really says that. The 
before, they had exclaimed the world will not be bombs capper to these wonderful 
that a nuclear war would never and rockets but a test of wills slogans is the drawing that ac-
be fought, and that it would be and ideas-- a trial of spiritual companies it. It shows a 
foolish to try to fight one. This resolve, the values #e hold, suitably Moslem looking 
is a disturbing contradiction. the beliefs we cherish, the gentleman, shoving his 
How will these missiles "pro- ideals to which we are bayonet througt, a (supposed-
tect" western Europe? NAT_Q dedicated. tf we did we would ly) Russian soldier(whose out-
has nearly 200 medium-range all be equal. We are not all fit looks just a little bit Nazi-ish 
nuclear weapons already, save · equarwe all (in America) have to me). And this is in the same 
the fact that the U.S. has sub- equal rights under the law, but pam.phlet that had that 
marines and bombers armed the greater strength is that we wonderful quote from Jeffer-
and ready to launch "in a mo- are free to meet our individual son. Remember that one? Hear 
ment's notice." Yet all of this destinies. And that we are free the bell's forboding ringing yet? 
military-muscle-boundedness to listen to viewpoints other Of course. the pamphlet also 
did not stop the downing of a than our own. has the poster telling you to 
Korean Jetliner and the loss of But I wax poetic now. The help the Soviets by supporting 
269 .lives. Perhaps the young second quote that catches the a nuclear freeze, more nifty 
Republicans share Casper eye is from one of America's quotes from your favorite 
Weinberger's view that we 1'Foundlng Fathers," Thomas clown-turned President and 
should be prepared to fight and Jefferson. In his first annual mine. Ronnie, one of which 
win a "limited" nuclear war-. message, delivered in 1801, Jef~ says, "A government agency 
they didn't question the fact ferson had this to say: a wise is the nearest thing to eternal 
that Reagan.and other "impor- and frugal government which life we'll ever see on this 
tant" peopl~ have an ex- shall restain men from injuring earth."Oh, and there's more, 
travagent underground shelter one another, which shall leave many more. The fear these ar-
in Virginia, nor did they ques- them otherwise free to regulate ticles hope to raise is for us 
lion the fact that FEMA (Federal their own pursuits of industry (U.S.l to rise in the commie 
Emergency Mana_gement and improvement, and shall continued on p. 6 
by David Gaede(CPS) 
After three years of watching 
aid programs being cut, gutted, 
threatened and frozen. more 
students are applying for aid 
this fall, aid officials across the 
country report. 
Moreover, the students are 
having a relatively easy time in 
getting the· aid, they add. 
Thanks largely to education's 
new status as a hot political 
issue, they say, the Reagan ad-
ministration and Congress not 
only have spared many of the 
programs that were on the 
chopping block as recently as 
last spring, but have eased 
some of the confusion--the 
seemingly arbitrary changing 
of eligibility requirements, the 
late processing of aid applica-
tions. the uncertainty over how 
long certain programs might 
last--that convinced many 
students not to apply for aid 
since 1981. 
"There's an awful lot of fan-
fare over education right now. 
and we are entering a cam-
paign year," explains Dallas 
Martin, director of the National 
Association of Student Finan-
cial Aid Administrators 
(NASFM) in Washington, D.C. 
Aid officials warn there's still 
potential trouble in uncertainty 
over the new draft-aid law, 
which requires all male 
students born between 1960 
and 1965 to certify they've 
registered for the draft in order 
to get federal aid. 
After the U.S. Department of 
Education implemented the 
law last spring, a Minnes9ta 
judge first temporarily and then 
permanently ordered the 
government to stop making 
military registration a prere-
quisite for student aid. He 
argued the prerequisite 
violated student's First 
Amendment rights. 
But over the summer. the 
U.S. Supreme Court overturn-
ed the ruling. It saict the law 
should be implemented at 
least until the full Supreme 
Court gets a chance to review 
it. 
At present, the requirement 
is scheduled to go into full ef-
fect on October ISi, 1983, says 
Education Department 
spokesman Duncan Heimrich. 
However, the full Supreme 
Court review may abolish the 
law after all, though a decision 
in the case won't come until 
sometime in 1984. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF 
INTEREST 
World Hunger Career Planning 
Dr Duke's Bread Trurk Special Opportunities 
Med1rnw Show is rnrning 10 
11w Upper Quacl Courlyarct lhis 
e·,·e·ning al (-i:00 p.m. Tl1c show 
is a m1xtuw of strange· humor. 
mclucling down skits. juggling, 
,me! life' size· puppets winch will 
r<1is<' consciousness al>out 
world hungc·r and organiz1· 
New York s1a1c Senate: Ses-
sions Ass1stan1s Prograrn-1984. 
1\pplica1ions clue October 21. 
1!!8J For complete details and 
an application St't' Nancy 
Dudak. DinTlor of Career Plan-
n111g. firs1 lloor. Gannet! Ccnlcr. 
studcrw, for ,1 carnpw, wide· Seminars/Workshops 
I lunger Fasl IO lake plan· Oc-
tober 20th, ,me! c·n1c·rtc1in all September 30 
who atlcrnl. Careers 111 Accounling. 
1============11:30-3:00 p.rn. in G 111. 
Octolwr 4 
Resume Devcloprnenl, 2 p.rn .. Optometry 
Gannett IIS 
There will l>c an mformational October 6 
meeting with a 15 minute 
videotape fealuring the field of 
optometry and the Penn-
sylvania College of Optometry. 
Presented by Elizabeth 
Cochran. Associate Dean of 
Admissions. Wednesday, Oc-
tober 5th between 3-5 p.m. in 
the Science Building Room 
205. 
Oneniation to On-campus 
Recruiting, 7 p.rn. in G 111. 
Graduate Recruiting 
October 3 
Northeastern University MBA 
Program. Individual appoint-
ments. 10-2 p.m. 
Penn Slate MBA Program. In-
dividual appointments. 1-4:30 
r------------', p.m. 
Counseling 
Divorce 
The Counseling Center is otter-
ing an eight session group for 
students who have or are ex-
periencing the divorce of their 
parents. To learn more about 
the group or to schedule a 
screening appointment with 
Dr. McDonald, call X3136. 
Bulimia 
OCtober 5 
Pace University, All programs 
but Law. Individual appoint-
ments. 2-5 p.m. 
October 6 
Clarkson College School of 
Management (MBA). Individual 
appointments 9-12. 
To sign up for interviews. 
visit career Planning. 
Employment Recruiter 
October 6 
U.S. NAVY. A variety of posi-
Are suffering from bulimia - a lions available. Prescreening. 
cycle of food binges and Resumes due October 3rd. 
purges? If so, you may benefit Oclober 7 
from an ongoing group being WALT DISNEY WORLD. 
offered by the Counseling Recreation or Business 
center for students who would background. 
like to regain control of their October 13 
eating patterns and lives. To Davison's Division of MACY'S. 
schedule an initial appointment OCtober 14 
:i:w=·=1lh=D=r.=W=ile=y=,=c=al=I =X3=1=36=.== DOW-CORNING CORPORA· 
TION. Chemistry majors only. 
Volunteers 
Needed 
' 
Business 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE 
SCHOOL Or BUSINESS IS AC-
CEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 
TRANSFER. Frosh may not 
apply until their second 
School ot Business is acc('p 
ting applications for peer ,1<! 
visors. ,\pplications ,ll<' 
available September 2(i c11 
1:glwr1 Union Information l>e·<,h 
or the fronl Desk of tlw 
Business School. Submit ap-
plications l>y October 14 to 101· 
Stanlon of Business School. 
There arc a number of very semester. While each case is 
fine placements available in considered on an inclividual 
the human service field. such basis. applicants who have: I) 
as: Youth Bureau One to ONe a cumulative average of 2.5 or 
Program is looking for students above, and 2) have completed 
to provide friendship and corn- math courses 113.105. I08). Accounting majors wi1ii 
panionship to youngsters. economics courses (06.121,122). demonstrable financial n(·cd 
Campfire needs program a writing course (7l-). natural or are invited to apply for ,1 
assistants and club leaders for applied science course(s) will Forster Foundation Scholar-
after school programs. receive the strongest con- ship. Academic performan('(· 
Hospicare need~ students to sideration. Applications are and college or community al· 
work with terminally ill clients available in the School of tivities will be considered. Ap-
and families. Training and Business office on the 4th plications may be obtained 
supervision provided. floor. of the New Academic from Mrs. Dee Floros in thr 
Special Childrens Center needs Building. Deadline for com- School of Business office on 
classroom assistants for pleted transfer applications is the 4th floor of the New 
preschool handicapped October 26, 1983. Academic Building. The 
children. '================== deadline for the receipt of com 
Homes Inc. needs help with Scholarships pleted applications is Octobc, 
developmentally disabled 1==7·='=9=83==.========I 
adults on socialskills and shar- AV ail able 
ing leisure time. 
Mental Health Association Management. Personnel and Accounting 
needs help organizing a guide lnduStrial Relations. and A "Career in Accounting 
to area psychotherapists. Finance Majors with seminar" co-sponsored by 
writing grant proposals. demonstrable financial r.eed career Plannin and Placement 
newsletters and public rela- are invited to apply for a and the Business and Accoun-
lions. Good for writing Venetos Foundation Scholar- ting Club. will be held Friday, 
students. ship. Academic performance sept. 30 between 1:30 and 3:30 
Belle Sherman Elementary and college or community ac- pm in Gannett 111. There will be 
School needs tutors as well as livilies are considered. Ap- a four member panel discus-
aid in academic enrichment for plications may be obtained sion describing accounting in a 
from Mrs. Dee Floros in the · f K-5 students. "Big 8" firm. a CPA irm. School of Business office on d 
Northeast Elementary School the 4th floor of the New private business and e uca-
needs help with after school tion. Open to all. Academic Building. The 
recreation. crafts and sports. deadline for the receipt of com- COOPERS & LYBRAND will 
Please see Elaine Leeder in pleted applications is October conduct an Interviewing Skills 
Muller 334 or call me at 7 1983 
~·--·---------1 presentation on Monday, Oc-
274-3311· tober 3. This meeting will take 
Any student interested in Marketing place at 7 pm in the 
volunteering to give visual ac- Crossroads. All accounting 
curacy test to pre-schoolers, in The Ithaca College Chapter of students are encouraged to at-
co-operation with the Health the American Markeling tend. contact career Planning 
dept., please contact Allison Association presents "Suit for details. 
Jennings, Community Ac- Yourself", a business fashion 
tivities Chairperson Student show for men and women. 
Art History l===========t Activities Board, at 274-3383. Monday October 3, at 8:30 p.m. Feminist Speaker 
Pre-Med1"cal in the Union Dining Hall. All are On Saturday. Oct. 1. the NY welcome. 
Esther G. Dotson. Associate The Pre-medical Sciences Ad- Special Olympics will hold a 
Professor of the History of Art. visory Committee would like to soccer training school to train 
Cornell University, will speak meet with all students in- and certify volunteer Special 
on "Etruscan Mysteries at the terested in any of the medical. Olympic coaches. The training 
Renaissance Garden at Bomar- dental. etc. professions on school will be located on the 
zo", Gannett 111. OCtober 5th at Thursday, OCtober 6th in s202 field hockey field on the Ithaca 
s:oo p.m. at 7:oo p.m. College campus, from 9 am to 
-4=======-==================I 4 pm. Included will be an over-
Chemistry 
The Ithaca COilege Chemistry 
Department's 1983-84 seminar 
Series will continue on Thurs-
day, Sept. 29 when Russell 
Drago, professor of chemistry 
at the University of Florida 
ls peaks on "Synergistic Interac-
tions in Metal-Metal Bonded 
!Clusters." 
Chambers will speak at 4:30 
pm in S-307 with refreshments 
served at 4:15 pm. u is free and 
k>pen to the public. 
served at 4:15 pm. It is free and 
open to the oublic 
The llhac.a College Chrmistry 
Department's 1983-84 Seminar 
Series will continue on Tues-
day, Oct. 4 when lkenna 
Onyido. professor of chemistry 
at the University of Ibadan, 
Nigeria speaks on "The In-
fluence of Steric and Electronic 
Effects on the Mechanism of 
Aromatic Nucleophilic 
Substitution Reactions in 
Dipolar Aprolic SOivents." 
Onyido will Speak at 4:30 pm 
in S-307 with refreshments 
view of the Special Olympics 
a·nd coaching techniques, a 
film, sports skill instruction and 
a practicum training session 
with Special Olympians. All en-
trees are advised to bring their 
own lunches. A registration fee 
of S5.00 is required for each 
participant. For more informa-
lion ohone: 277-1205, 
Investment Club 
Investment Club 
Tuesday, October 4 
s:oopm in NI07 
Game is starting. 
Student Focus 
WANTED: Creative and 
dynamic men and women to 
contribute journalist talents to 
the Student Focus, an IC Stu-
dent Government publication. 
contact Dawn Sciarrino at 
X3377 or at the ICSG. office. 3rd 
floor Egbert Union. 
Women's Basketball 
The Ithaca Youth Bureau is of-
fering a women's basketball 
program again this year for all 
women 18 years or older. 
Anyone interested in playing 
please come to our organiza-
tional meeting at the Youth 
Bureau (Tin Can) on 
september 29th at 7:00 p.m. or 
contact Allison Backer at 
273-8364. 
-
Annette Kuhn- Feminist. writer 
and cultural critic will speak on 
"Feminism. Culture and 
Cinema" on Wednesday, Oc-
tober 5th at 8:00 p.m. in Tex-
tor 103. The lecture is free and 
open to the public. 
Olympics 
The Olympic Games in Los 
Angeles nextyear, from July 28 
through Aug. 12. are the focus 
of a tourist kit with two maps 
as well .as advice about IO<ig-
ing, campgrounds and 
recreational-vehicle parking. 
To obtain a kit, send S2.95·plus 
a stamped, self-addressed. 
legaliize envelope to Advanc-
ed Research Marketing, 150 s. 
Glena.iks Blvd., Suite 9240, 
Burbank. Calif. 91510. 
I 
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Ithaca College 
Offers New Majors 
by Ithaca College· News 
Hccenl approval from the 
:ww York State department of 
1:clucation had allowed Ithaca 
college to offer majors in 
marketing and theatre arts 
management 
The marketing degree will 
l<·ad to a Bachelor of Science 
dcgreeand prepare students 
for a variety of marketing 
rarcers. according to Dean of 
thr School Of Business David 
K. Long. 
"The marketing program will 
prepare students for careers in 
marketing research, sales and 
retail management as well as 
further study in graduate 
!>rhool," says Long. 
According to Long. the de-
mand for marketing personnel 
appears to be at an all time 
high. 
"This trend is expected to 
rontinue for the foreseeable 
future. and to accelerate as 
more and more businesses 
recognize the need for in-
novative marketing to maintain 
and expand returns on in-
vestments," he says. 
Long says the marketing pro-
gram is a natural additon to the 
School of Business· current of-
fering in management, person-
nel and industrial relations. ac-
counting and finance. 
"We have a number of facul-
ty members. particularly Fahri 
Unsal. Tom Barley and Jim 
Bennett, who possess tremen-
dous marketing expertise," he 
explains. ··And. we have 
superior instructional 
resources. including print 
materials and computer hard· 
ware and software." 
Ithaca's marketing program. 
explains Long, evolved as a 
response to the growing in-
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terest in the marketing field by j=~~~~~~:=====;;;:::::~;:::::;"::::::';';5''::==:=:=.=================== 
the College's business cont. from pg. I grams had caused a "severe seem to be getting more ap-
students. mourns Dr. Herman Mertins. loss of moral" that. in turn. plications this year. 
vice president of university could damage students· West Virginia. Mi,higan. 
According to Richard Clark. 
chairman of the department of 
theatre arts, the State's deci-
sion to register theatre arts 
management as a separate 
degree program reflects the 
educa1ion1 objecrives of the 
program. 
"While students in 
management concentration 
take courses in common with 
other drama majors. much of 
their course and practical work 
is unique 10 this concentra-
iion," explains Clark. "A 
separate BFA degree in theatre 
arts management more ac-
curately defines the course of 
study and the professional 
area for which rhe students are 
being educated and trained.·· 
Ithaca's theatre arts manage-
ment program provides the 
srudents with the skills and ex-
perience to qualify for a 
number of adminisstrative 
careers in professional theatre, 
according to Martin SChulman. 
assistant professor of theatre 
arts. 
administration educations. Ohio. Illinois, Oregon. Idaho 
consequently, the school But most dissatisfie(I and Montana are having tht' 
has cur the number of course teachers prefer more quietly hardest times holding onto col-
sections ii is offering this fall. moving on to other. more lege teachers. speculates Perry 
A number of Illinois schools bountiful areas. Robinson of the American 
have dropped overcrowded Over 80 people applied for a Federation of Teachers (AFT). 
business and computer political science job at But "a mass m i,gration of 
science courses for lack of Southwestern University in faculty from institution to in-
people to teach them. Schmid Georgetown. Texas. over the stitulion -- the gypsy professor 
says. summer. says Leonard ·- is an exaggeration of the cir-
Some facully members are Gicsecke. president of the cumstances." the NE.A's 
retaliating. west Virginia Prof. AAUP's Texas Conference. Poisson warns. 
Thomas Cady, for example The University of Oklahoma Indeed. "the biggest move-
sued Gov. Rockefeller for got 350 applications for three ment is from institutions. our of 
"malevolent evisceration of administrators· openings dur- higher education altogether." 
higher education" this sum- ing the summer. observes Nevin Brown of the 
mer. The suit asks the court 10 Teachers are probably mov- National Association of State 
restore S2.5 million in budget ing in the direclion of the sun Universities and Land Grant 
cuts 10 the school. Belt states." says David Colleges. 
In August, 32 University of Poisson of the National Educa- The reason is that "faculty 
Wisconsin-Stevens Point lion Association (NEA) in salaries are so behind the ris-
reachers advertised their ser- Washington. D.C. ing cost of living:· explains 
vices en masse 10 schools with He says Texas. Arii.ona. Alfred Sumberg of the AAUP. 
more "commitment" to educa- California, and Florida schools 
lion and. nor coincidentally. no 1F=~n-=='M==ra=~=;'/Z4;;==:===:::":"=========== 
salary freezes. ni'S0i • 'Cd Siffniµn "Ce/4 hf'IIJIIS 
Last week, Colorado State '"11' '"11 "111 
University English instructors 
wrote letters 10 students' 
parents complaining that csu·s 
treatment of liberal arts pro-
ACCOUNTING NEWS 
A "Career in Accounting Seminar" co-sponsored by career Plan-
ning and Placement and the Business and Accounting Club will 
be ~eld Friday, Sept. 30 between 1:30 and 3:30 p.m. in Gannett 
111. There will be a four member panel discussion describing ac-
counting in a "Big 8" firm, a smaller CPA firm, private business 
and education. Whether you're considering a career in accoun-
ting or ready to start your job hunt, this seminar is for 
you. 
;Great For A 
Birthday 
Anniversary 
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At ANY Time We Arrive 
272·479S 
ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON 
CENTER:Students interested in 
studying al the Ithaca Co~lege 
London ~enter are invited to a 
Crossroads party on Thurs-
day ,September 29th, the Union · 
Crossroads,8:ISpm. Enjoy · 
slides, snacks-and chat with 
students who have just return-
ed from a semester's stay in 
Make your 
room au 
Oasis% • \\ kk::r Chulr!oo .. Tubk ... lkudhourd-.. llampcr!-> .it utlordalik pn .... ~ 
• .Mtttch!ootkk Blind-. 
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Campus Rapes: 
ST A TISTICS MISLEAD Freeze Walk 
AUBURN. AL (CPS)·· The real 
number of campus rapes and 
sexual assault cases may be 
many times higher than of-
ficials have traditionally believ-
ed. according to a new Auburn 
University study on sexual 
attitudes. 
Nearly one out of every six 
male students questioned ad-
mitted to forcing women to 
have sex with them. the study 
of over 200 sophomores 
found. 
Moreover. 20 percent of the 
female students surveyed said 
they had been forced to have 
sex even though they 
objected. 
Surprisingly. "very few of the 
women defined such situa-
tions as rape," notes Auburn 
psychologist Barry Burkhart. 
who helped direct the study. 
"None of these men were 
ever arrested or charged with 
rape, and as far as I know, 
none of the women had 
reported what happened to 
them." he says. 
The reason. ii seems. is 
because all of the incidents in-
volved what experts are now 
calling "acquaintance rape." 
We're finding that acquain-
tance rape is a very frequent 
type of incident that takes 
place on campuses," says Dan 
Keller, director of public safe-
ty at the University of 
Louisville and President of 
campus Crime Prevention Pro-
grams, an independent cam-
pus law enforcement 
association. 
"It could typically involve a 
girl and guy who meet at a par-
ty, then the guy invites the girl 
tnme and physically forces her 
to have sex. The guy just won·1 
take no for an answer, even if 
ii means using force." 
The Auburn study shows 
that most of the time neither 
male nor female considers that 
a rape has .occurred, Keller 
continues, "because of the 
traditional concept of rape as a 
situation where somebody 
grabs you off the sidewalk and 
attacks you." 
Burkhart calls the results of 
his study both "surprising and 
distressing" because "they in-
dicate that there's still a great 
deal of rape sentiment among 
males In our society." 
continued from p. 3 
challenge, and "Kill •em afore 
they kin kill us'n." The fear it 
raises for me is of us (US). It 
seems we are becoming an in-
tolerant society. How long un-
til we become another silencer 
of our detractors? I cherish the 
right the Y AF has to publish 
that paper as much as I cherish 
this right I have to write this let-
ter to my school's paper. Yet. 
how long will the protestors be 
tolerated? How long 'tit we 
become another repressive 
regime. one that happens to 
cany the label. "Democracy?" 
And the death knell ~ to 
a deafening roar of fearful 
silence ... 
Slacerely,. 
OlarlesLSieafried 
Keller believes that for every 
case of reported student rape 
by a siranger. "there are 
dozens of cases of acquain-
1 a nce rape thai weren't 
reported." 
Burkhart agrees. saying that 
despite the 40 rape cases 
disclosed by his study, "cam-
pus police have had only two 
rape cases reported in the last 
several years." 
when you leave your car. 
Make sure you have enough 
gas lo get to your destination. 
Have your keys ready as your 
approach your car, and always 
check the back seat. 
When walking on the street 
be aware of the behavior of 
others. If you're being follow-
ed consider turning and walk-
ing in the opposite direction, or 
go to a nearby house or 
business that ·s open. 
In a joint release the Tomkins Remember things in your area 
County Sheriff's Department that are open at night--service 
· stations. grocery stores, fire 
and Ithaca Rape Crisis urged stations and police· stations. If 
women to be aware of safety 
precausions they may take to possible, avoid walking alone 
reduce the likelihood of rape at night and use caution in or 
and assault. A representative circumvent deserted areas. 
of Ithaca Rape Crisis stated Try to let someone know 
that "Many women don't think where you're going and when 
stranger rape happens in you'll return. Walk with con-
Ithaca. Unfortunately, it does. fidence •. but be prepared to 
Together Ithaca Rape Crisis· scr~am 1! ~ecessary. 
and all law enforcement agen- d HtgtchhtkmLg k . ctan be
1 • . 115 an erous. oo m o carpoo -CieS received al least 30 ca . ·b·ut· d bl" t 
. th fl I . m nths of 1983 - mg poss1 • ies an pu ic ran-
m e irs SIX O • . h d I D 't t · t dnd there have already been Sit ~c e u es. on ge . 1~ 0 a 
1 reported in car 1f you are at all susp1c1ous. 
~v~ra be .. Tomkins Co. Sheriff Bob 
ih~7oll:~ing guidelines are Howard noted that "Many of 
suggested for safety. Make ~hese are_ comm?n ~ense and 
sure all doors and windows mexpens1ve gmdehnes that 
h I k and use them can go a long way toward ave oc s. . fo .. 
Don't open doors to strangers- preven I n. . 
-ask for identification from ser- . Both agencies stressed that 
vice personnel, and consider m the event of a rape or rape 
installing a one-way viewer. atte~pl . they and other 
Use porchlighrs at night, and or~?nizatio~ are r~dr and 
draw your curtains. Don't leave with~ to asstSt rape v1ctlffiS. In 
keys under door mats. in the City of Ithaca rapes may_ be 
mailboxes, etc. Don't reveal reported to Ithaca Pol~ce 
personal information over the DeP3!1ment, 272-3245. outside 
phone. hang up on obscene the city of Ithaca c~lls may be 
callers and use initials rather mad~ t? the Tomkms County 
than your first name in phone Sheriffs Department, 
books and on mailboxes. 2~·.2444· And Ithaca ~ape 
Know your neighbors and CnslS counselors are ava1lable 
have emergency numbers 24. ~ours a da~ through !~e 
·1 act "ble · Suicide Prevenhon and Cr1S1S eas1 y ces . 
When traveling in your car. number. 272.1616· 
make sure all doors are locked 
Heats Up 
by Marc Osten 
Last spring the House of 
Representatives voted for a 
resolution that said, "the U.S. 
and the Soviet Union should 
pursue the objective of 
negotiating an immediate, 
mutual and verifiable freeze on 
resting, production. and further 
deployment of nuclear 
weapons, missiles, and other 
delivery systems." 
Though this was a great 
psychological victory for 
Freeze proponents, a damag-
ing blow came over the sum-
mer when Congress approved 
President Reagan's S220 billion 
military budget. To help stem 
this tide of hypocritical polilics. 
the National Freeze campaign 
has called for local freeze 
groups to organize Freeze 
Walks to raise funds for educa-
tional outreach into com-
munities across the country. 
243 Walks are set to go on 
October ISi, and as always the 
Tompkins County Nuclear 
Weapons Freeze campaign is 
part of the action. 
The walk here in Ithaca will 
start on the Commons on 
Saturday, October Isl at 10;00 
a.m. Walkers are urged to get 
sponsors to raise money for 
the 6.2 mile walk to Stewart 
Park, and the·n back to the 
commons. 
The prime concern is 10 
stimulate all parts of the sur-
rounding community to get in-
volved in the walk. The press-
ing need for arms control 
touches the lives of young, old. 
rich, poor, students and non-
students alike. 
Because of this, organizers of 
the Freeze Walk have srresse<I 
that diverse community par-
ticipation is of real importanc<'. 
Ithaca Freeze Walk organizer 
Ed Geary had a special plea for 
students to get involved. 
"I'd say as students in col-
lege, it's the first time you're on 
your own, away from homf'. 
This is when you start to deal 
with the issues you'll have to 
deal with later in life. You're 
starting 10 learn what it's like to 
vote, to be in politics, and to 
have 10 worry about what you 
want as far as the world you 
live in. The Ithaca Freeze Walk 
and the issues that surround ii 
are about as fundamental as 
you can gel for human 
survival." 
None of us, even if we think 
we can. will escape the impen· 
ding holocaust that a nuclear 
war will bring. The Ithaca 
Freeze Walk is a perfect way 
10 begin to understand the 
value of community involve-
ment 10 help shape national 
political decisions. Thar is why 
you should get Involved. 
To register for the Freeze 
Walk, look- for organizers in the 
Egbert Union. Tables will be 
set up to get Walkers prepared. 
If you don't want to walk, but 
still would like to help, there 
are many things to be done. 
We need your help, and hope 
you will see that the issue is of 
importance to all of us. For 
more information call 
277-4660. 
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OP/EDS Deployment For Reductions 
Deterrence Theory 
Is Just That 
by William M. Sokol 
This past week, President 
Reagan made an announce-
ment that his administration 
was willing to cur back the 
number of 1ac1ical and in-
termediate range nuclear 
missiles in Europe if the 
soviets reciproca1e his offer. 
Besides from the obvious 
domestic political value of 
Reagan's announcement (it is 
an election year and ii would 
be profi1able to get a few dL'i<ir-
mament votes), it should be 
pointed out that altiludes in 
Western Europe have changed 
since the late 19SO's, when 
1hey sought to be prolecled by 
1he U.S. "nuclear um-
brella. "Today, they are more 
afraid of any nuclear confron-
tation than the risk of a Soviet 
invasion en masse. 
This change in atrilude was 
caused by the inapplicability of 
Nuclear Deterrence Theory to 
the modern situation. The 
most simple explanation of 
Deterrence Theory I can offer 
is as follows: 
I. The knowledge or belief tha1 
lhe damage you will cause in 
reralia1ion lo your enemy's al-
rack will be significant enough 
for him not to attack. and: 
2. By balancing each nation·s 
destructive capability you con-
tinue the stalemate. making a 
nuclear confrontation highly 
unlikely. but infinitely 
destructive. 
There are u few general 
flaws with this theory besides 
from its specific problems in 
1he European situation. First, it 
assumes thal both "players" 
are rational and will remain so 
in a crisis. If a player is 
reckless, that is to say, nor 
cognitive of his actions, then 
the deterrence "game" does 
not work. The last general flaw 
of the theory is that each 
player's motives are assumed 
to be static. Yet they are con-
stantly changing. 
This strategy, modified for 
the European situation, pro-
vides that the U.S. through 
NATO will provide "graduated 
deterrence" in case of a Soviet 
invasion !NY Times Magazine, 
9/25/83, p.66). Basically, we 
are to match the Soviets. If 
theirs is a conventional attack 
then we will respond accor-
dingly. However, many 
believe that our conventional 
forces in Europe would not be 
able to repel a soviet attack so 
we would up the ante by using 
tactical nuclear weapons to 
make the soviets pause. This 
escalation might not stop at 
this point, hence "graduated 
deterrence." 
In the late 1950's and early 
1960's, afler suffering through 
two incredibly destructive 
wars, European leaders opled 
for lhis s1rategy in hope that ii 
would assure them that the 
chances of war would be slim. 
Of course, now they are begin-
ning to realize that although 
they are lessening the chance 
of a conventional war, they are 
doing so by ·blackmailing 
themselves with nuclear 
weapons. 
Alo.ng with the increasing 
realization tha1 the stakes in 
this "balance of terror" are too 
high for Europeans to justify, is 
the growing suspicion that 
Europe will become a battle 
ground for the soviets and the 
U.S. some feel that the two 
countries would nego1iate after 
destroying Europe. Others 
have serious doubts that any 
president, in response to a 
Soviet missile strike on 
western Europe, would actual-
ly launch a counter strike on 
the U.S.S.R. (something which 
is an integral part of the nuclear 
umbrella concept). More im-
portantly, do the soviets 
believe this? 
It would be very surprising 
that Reagan made his an-
nouncement about the 
missiles purely from a sudden 
realization that the Deterrence 
Theory doesn't work. Obvious-
ly, if all of this information is 
available to us now, it was 
available to Reagan years ago. 
Reagan once again has brought 
something into the media, 
which is no doubt extremely 
important, but apparently ·it 
was well coordinated with his 
political goals. Regardless of 
the domestic political goals of 
Reagan's announcement, the 
fact that one of the main forces 
behind escalation of nuclear 
parity, Nuclear Deterrence 
Theory. is finally being 
reassessed. makes one op-
timistic about the possibility of 
escaping from this deadly 
~ame. 
by Michael T. Liess and 
Andrew Levin 
It is essential that the deploy-
ment of Pershing II missiles 
and ground launched Cruise 
missiles proceed as schedul-
ed. Any deviation from our 
planned course would be a 
serious sign of weakness. 
greatly undermining the 
deterent credibility of the U.S. 
nuclear umbrella. Postpone-
ment, or worse yet cancella-
tion. would remove the only in-
centive the soviet dictatorship 
has for negotiating reductions 
in such weapons. 
One question asked is why 
are the new missiles needed al 
all. The answer is that in the in-
termediate misile range, the 
U.S.S.R. has 608 launchers 
capable of firing 2,4-08 in-
dividual warheads. The U.S. 
has none. The missiles thal the 
Soviets have now are not old 
ones, but rather new systems 
that were initially deployed in 
the mid 1970's. The most 
dangerous of lhese weapons, 
the ss-20, is still being 
deployed at a rate of one per 
week. By this time next week 
the Sovie1s, in a clear indica-
tion of their "true desire for 
peace". will have targeted six 
more cities in Western Europe 
for destruction. 
Peter Peterson, ranking 
member of the West German 
Bundestag·s Armed Services 
Committee exemplified the 
past U.S. and Soviet position 
on arms control when he 
staled, "For years you 
Americans have talked and the 
Russians have deployed." 
Many experts in arms 
negotiations concur that the 
only reason the Soviet Union is 
participating in Intermediate 
OPEN BUDGET 
MEETING 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5th 
CAMPUS COMMUNITY INVITED 
3:00 P .M.-5:00 P .M. 
Science 202 
Students & Faculty : 
This is your opportunity to raise 
q.uestions -and ·make suggestions 
on the preparation. of the 1984-85·. 
budget. 
Nuclear Forces (INF) negotia-
tions is because of NATO's 
planned deployment. 
In fact, Mr. carlo Ripa di 
Meana, a socialist member of 
Italy's parliament concluded, 
"The only reason that the 
soviet's agreed to resume 
discussions in Geneva in 1979 
was NATO's decision for 
deployment. Indeed, deploy-
ment would guaran1ee that the 
soviets would be more restric-
tive in their behavior." 
Deployment is the critical 
bargaining chip tha1 NATO 
possesses. Some critics claim 
that we already have more 
than enough weapons to 
destroy the world. This argu-
ment ignores the fact that if 
Western Europe was attacked 
by Soviet intermediate range 
missiles, our only possible 
response would be to launch 
less accurate, more powerful 
ICBM's. A soviet dictator might 
take the gamble thal he could 
destroy Western Europe. as 
the only response a U.S. presi-
dent would have would be to 
u111t...,_,!-: "'l'l ICBM assult that 
would surely end the world as 
we know it. Indeed, we cur-
rently have no effective 
deterent to this possibility. 
Most experts agree that pari-
ty equates with stability. The 
lack of parity lhat now exists .,, 
seriously threa1ens the securi-
ty of the free world. 
Finally, much of the media 
wave portrayed Western Euro-
peans as opposing deploy-
ment. Ten thousand screaming 
radicals make good news. In 
reality, this vocal minority is 
not in the least bit represen-
tative of the general 
population. 
rour major clcrtions in 
Europe have occured during 
the pclSt six months. In West 
Germany. 40 million peoplr 
voled for candidates who 
favored deployment. Lei us 
nol forget that the Western 
Europeans. not the U.S .. push-
ed for deployment. 
Edwarc1 Leigh, a member of 
parliament. summed up the 
stakes in the missile deploy-
men1 debate lasl week when 
he concluded, "the postpone· 
mem of the deployment would 
· constitute the greatest pro-
paganda victory for the soviets 
in years." 
The United Slates has _tned to 
set an example of peace for 
years. Meanwhile, the Soviets 
have smashed trade unions in 
Poland. tested chemical and 
biological weapons on 
Afghanistan and Vietnamese 
pcasanis and most recently 
massacred 269 civilians 
aboard a 747. Worse yet. the 
Soviets attempt to supress the 
truth from their own people 
while blatantly lying to the 
world. 
Michael T. Liess is Chairman of the 
New Yark State College Republican 
F~eration. Andrew Levin is Chair· 
man of the College Republicans on 
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GROWING CONCERN 
Dave Fischer IN EUROPE 
To deploy or not to deploy; 
that is the question. Even 
when asked so tritely, the 
question of deploying miSsiles 
in Europe only intimates 
devastating answers. The ar-
duous solution must be "give 
and take", so it is vital that 
both the United States and 
Europe re-evaluate their rela-
tionship. This in itself is no 
easy task because both con-
tinents will invariably act in 
their own "best interests.'' 
American troops have been 
stationed in Europe since after 
World War II, a time when the 
defeated Europeans were 
downtrodden and the Russians 
were growing threatening. Still 
today, a good proportion of 
America's total defense budget 
will be spent in Europe. In 1981 
we spent S782 per capita on 
defense. By contrast, France 
spent S437, Britain S433, Ger-
many 5372. and Japan only 
S89. On the average our Euro-
pean allies devote about half 
as much of their gross national 
product to defense as we do. 
Why? Simply because Euro-
peans have other uses for their 
money. They build bullet trains 
to link cities, give free medical 
ORSEBACK RIDIN 
The Far Country 
ss.oo for Ph hours of 
Wilderness Trails 
Also Havrides. 
1-315-496-942, . 
The Ithacan needs people to 
work an Advertising Layout 
and Advertising Sales. Ex-
perienced preferred but not 
necessary. Call 274-3207 or 
stop by the Ithacan. 
care for everybody, and 
welfare cushions to the poor. 
The countries complain that 
they cannot possibly afford 
their own defense because it 
costs too much. In essence, 
Europe is afraid to cut back on 
social programs to pay for 
we<lpons. voters would not 
allow it. 
There is a problem of equity 
here, and a problem of politics. 
The U.S. also has budget pro-
blems and citizens who need 
Medicare and social Security. 
congress has been persuaded 
to endorse the biggest defense 
build-up in our history, and to 
compensate, domestic pro-
grams without a powerful in-
terest group have been slash-
ed. The Administration is fac-
ed with either piling up even 
greater deficits, which 
threatens the American 
economy, or jumping off the 
Pentagon bandwagon, which 
threatens their major steps 
already accomplished. 
As Congress has searched 
for budget cuts ,\merican 
troops abroad are a most 
tempting target. There are 
350,000 American servicemen 
in Euro and 1so.ooo more 
Earn $500 or more each school 
year. Flexible hours. Monthly 
payment for placing posters on 
campus. Bonus based on 
results. Prizes awardl'd as well. 
800-526-0883. 
ITHACAB 
Airport: S7/one;S6/en. add'I. 
Greyhound: $3,50 ea. 
533-4447 
around the globe. Last year 
eighty-seven congressmen. all 
ranging across the political 
spectrum, voted for a resolu-
tion proposed to a 50 percent 
cut, over four years. of the half-
million American troeps 
overseas .. 
Europe is where most of the 
troops are. and it is Europe that 
fears the most about these 
cuts. While the governments of 
Europe may not love the Gts. 
defending themselves is an 
alternative that does not seem 
much better. It would be 
mighty expensive. 
The European governments 
resist any cut in American 
troop strength because any 
reduction would infer divorce. 
The Europeans are· self-
induced dependents on the 
United States. and in turn, our 
foreign policy makers are fond 
of giving orders to the Euro-
peans. The reason NA TO has 
been so attractive to us is 
because it allows us to call the· 
s_hots for Europe. 
Now that the anti-nuclear 
movement roots have taken 
shape. Europeans suspect that 
their chances for survival 
mi~ht be better if Americans 
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took their nuclear weapons 
home. This leaves Europeans 
to defend themselves and they 
don't much like that either. So 
now. for the most part, Europe 
see-saws between the utopian 
notion of disarmament and a 
theory of deterrence that they 
no longer fully believe. 
Just as the anti-nuclear 
movement is present in 
Europe. so is it in the U.S. 
Recently, Catholic bishops 
aroused public anxiety by 
stating that it is 'an unaccep-
table moral risk to initiate 
nuclear war in any form." The 
bishops have faced the moral 
problem. but our government 
may soon be faced with the 
political one. LOgic dictates no 
American first use at all. but 
our troop presence In Europe 
means that we will be im-
mediately drawn into any 
European war. 
This is a dilemma that has 
plagued NA TO for a long time. 
and U.S.-Soviet parity in-
creases the urgency of preven-
ting nuclear war in E~rope. For 
this. Europe must build-up its 
own defense hut the Euro-
peans do not want this. By in-
creasing their own conven-
ITHACA 
tional forces American troop!> 
will be needed less, and Euro-
pean defense spending will 
skyrocket. 
Tile U.S. spends so much 
money on defense because 
our foreign policy is one of 
global containment of Com-
munism. Ronald Reagan did 
not invent this policy but has 
carried it out, as every Presi-
dent has during the last forty 
years. Unlike those past 
presidents ·Reagan is doing ii 
full-force. and in a way. has 
made us all aware of the ex-
pensive cost of our Cold War 
committments. 
The U.S. can afford guns and 
bread. but not full loaves for 
everybody. The more we 
spend on guns for others. the 
fewer loaves we have for 
ourselves. Our European allies 
have chosen lhe bread. con-
tent to let Americans supply 
the guns. 
• 
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SOUTH HILL 
The World According To 
By Scott Jazmin 
The Police are currently riding 
on the crest of what is 
perhaps their greatest effort 
yet. Synchronicily. Playing 
10 sold out audiences all over 
1hr country, including New 
York's Shea Stadium, they are 
proving that they are probably 
the most successful group in 
music today, and being able to 
sell 70,000 tickets for one 
show is certainly proof of that. 
While onstage at Shea. Sting 
remembered when the trio first 
came to the U.S. and were 
playing to fifty people if it was 
a good night. He told of their 
first experience in New York, 
having to hail a taxi outside 
Kennedy Airport to take them 
down to CBGB's, the city's 
legendary New Music club. He 
said, "When I stepped out of 
the cab. I thought that I was in 
hell, when I stepped into the 
club. I knew I was in hell." He 
went on to say,"lf that was 
hell. this must be nirvana." 
Nirvana, Shea Stadium 
maybe, but listening to 
Synchronicity, one gets a feel-
ing that Sting is caught 
somewhere in the middle of 
Dante's Inferno. Yes. every 
song has the most gripping, ye1 
subtle hooks. along with very 
bright, unimposing melodies, 
the lyrics are laced with 
sadness and suffering. II is due 
to these melodies that the 
lyrics are overlooked. Yet Sting 
believes that these lyrics on 
this album are the best that he 
has ever written. "It's been a 
year of hell and torture for 
me," he says in a recent inter-
view, "And I know that 
without that torture and 
without that pain, they 
wouldn't have been so good." 
This attitude is especially evi-
dent in "King of Pain", where 
Stin~ draws a connection bet-
ween "black spots on the 
SUn", and those same spots on 
his soul. The entire song con-
sists of visions of suffering 
overwhelming him, causing 
himself to become the King of 
Pain, realizing that the hope 
contained in the song "Invisi-
ble Sun" is no longer there. 
No pain is too great for Sling 
to write about. The first single 
from the album, "Every Breath 
You Take", deals with a pair of 
lovers breaking apart, and how 
with every breath, step, move, 
etc., the more ii destroys the 
life of the protagonist. 
Another recurrent emotion in 
the album is one of isolation 
and !onliness. In "Walking in 
your footsteps, Sting compares 
the eventual extinction of the 
dinosaurs, to the possibilities 
of our own extinction, writing 
that the dinosaurs were "God's 
favorite creature, but you 
didn't have a future. Walking in 
your footsteps." He also 
alludes to what may cause or 
extinction, "If we drop the atom 
bomb. would they say that we 
were dumb." Sting then ends 
the song with a rather ominous 
image. saying, "They say the 
meek shall inherit the Earth ... 
Walking in your footsteps." 
Exlstentlallsm In 4/4 time 
Just to show that he has not 
given up all hope for saviour. 
"O My God" demonstrates that 
he was forced into the altitude 
that he takes since "Everyone 
I know is lonely, and God's so 
far away."Later in the song, 
Sting expresses his anger 
towards God's apparent 
apathy towards the problems 
that he sees. 
God you take the biscuit 
Treating me this way 
Expecting me to treat you 
well 
No matter what you say 
Sting 
How can I turn the other 
cheek 
It's Black and bruised and 
torn 
I've been waiting since the 
day I was born 
So, how can such a depress-
ing album remain number one 
on the Rock album chart for 
twelve weeks? The secret lies 
in the packaging. Make the 
melodies as appealing as 
possible. and as listenable as 
possible, and then throw in a 
touch of real world observa-
tion. As for the Police 
themselves. whatever forced 
their hand. they responded 
with an album that is stirring. 
With Synchronicily, 
the Police have revitalized their 
sound and sharpened their vi-
sion. For maximum enjoy-
ment, open your mind, and 
synchronize you;' 
~.,; 
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Television 
Week Sept. 
29 - Oct. 7 
DAYTIME 
4:56A.M. 
@l Neil Young In Concert (Fri) 
6:00A.M. 
[!] Watch On Waahlngton (Thu) 
[!] Biograpt,y (Mon-Wad, Fri) 
(!!J Movie (Wed) 
6:05A.M. 
[!]Newa 
6:30 A.M. 
rn Vegetable Soup 
[!] Jot> Franklin 
[!] In"",.. "Iden! Networt< Newa 
6:00A.M. 
c:a:J ABC Maws Thia Morning 
rn Infinity Factory 
[II Dialogue 
ill New Zoo Revue 
[!] 20 Mlnute WOlkout 
(!!J The Marvelous land Of Oz (Mon 
Fri) • 
6:05A.M. 
[!.!] The Year Of The Gentle Tiger (Thu) 
6:30A.M. 
[I] [ID NBC News At Sunrise 
(I] CBS Early Morning News 
[l]Popeye 
rn] Yoga WHh Priacllla Patrick 
[!] Jimmy Swaggart 
[!] Tom And Jeny And Friends 
(!!] The Year Of Tho Gentle Tiger (Tue) 
(!!] Incredible Book Escape (Wad) 
6:46A.M. 
rn:i A.M. Wealhel' 
7:00 A.M. 
rn Good Morning America 
[I] [ID Today 
(I] C8S Morning Nawo 
[I] Woody Woodpecker 
rnJ Seaame Street (R) c:;i 
[!] 700Club 
(!!] Movie (Thu) 
7:16A.M. 
@) A.M. Weather 
7:30 A.M. 
(!] Sesame Street (R) O 
[I] Buga Bunny And Frlelida 
[!] Pink Pan!Mr 
[!.!] Dolly Parton Meets Tho Kida (Tue) 
(!!] Fraggle Rock (Wed) 
8:00A.M. 
[I] Woody Woodpecker 
rnJ P-emouae (Wed, Thul 
rnJ Educational Programming (Mon, Fri) 
rnJ High Feather {Tue) 
[!] Nine On New Jersey (Thu) 
[!] Newat1t And Reality (Fri) 
(!] Meet The Mayors (Mon) 
[!] New Jeney Report (Tue) 
(!] New Jeney People (Wed) 
[!]ScoobyDoo 
(!!] Movie (Mon-Wed, Fri) 
8:30A.M. 
(!] Miater Rogeni (R) 
[Z] The Fllntatonea 
rn] Educational Programming (Tue-Thu) 
[!] Straight Talk 
[!] Tom And Jerry And Friends 
9:00A.M. 
!]]Donahue 
[I] Woman To Woman 
(!] [!I Seaame Street (R) c:;J 
II] How Magazine 
(!)I Love Lucy 
@l Jim Bakker 
[!] Great Space Coaster 
lHl Neil Young In Concert (Thu) 
9:30A.M. 
[II My Three Sona 
(!]Newa 
[!] Brand N- Day (Thu, Fri) 
[!] Focua: Naw Jersey (Mon) 
[!] Hennan Badlllo'11 Urban Journal 
{Tue) 
[!] Jewish Dlmenalon (Wed) 
lHl Cavett Behind Tho Scones With 
Kenny Rogera (Fri) 
Im teO Coming Attractions (Wad) 
10:00A.M. 
rn Breakaway 
[D Dlff'rent Strokoa (R) 
@] [!I Educational Programming 
II] The New $26,000 Pyramid 
[!] Welcome Baek, Kotter 
[!] Romper Room 
~ Jimmy Swaggart 
[!] Contemporary Catholic (Thu) 
[!] Open Mind (Fri) 
[!] New Jeraey Now (Mon) 
[!] Pulaski Day Parade (Wed) 
IH]Movle 
10:30A.M. 
rn @] Sale Of The Century 
[I] Preae Your Luek 
[!] All In The Family 
[!] Richard Simmoms 
11:00A.M. 
rn Benaon (R) 
[D nm Wheel Of Fortune 
[I)The Prlco la Right 
[II Breakaway 
[!]Bonanza 
[!] The Roektonl Flloa 
lt:30A.M. 
c:a:JLovlnQ 
[1] nm Dream Houae 
@] Creativtty With BUI Moyora (Thu) 
@] Theae Gilta {Fri) 
[!] NASA At WOftc (Mon-Wed) 
[!] Journey Through The Solar Syatem 
(Mon-Wed) 
l0J 1(-.iy RogtQ In Concert {Mon) 
AFTERNOON 
NOON 
rn lovo Connection 
[D [I] [!] Nowa 
[!I Signing WHh Cindy (Thu) 
[!I Eduq,tlonal Programming (Fri) 
[!I [l!] High Feather (Mon) 
[!I[!] Poworhouae (Tuo) 
[!I Computer Programme (Wod) 
(!]Midday 
[I] Educational Programming (Thu, Fri) 
rnJ Soviet Style (Wed) 
~ The Facta Of Life (R) (Thu, Fri) 
nm Gol (Mon-Wed) 
[!] Independent Network Nows 
[HJ tl!O Corning Attractlona (Thu) 
[Hl Kenny Rogera In Concert (Fri) 
[Hl Movie (Tue) 
!HJ Flaahbaek: Tho Great Plague Of 
1918(Wed) 
12:30P.M. 
rn Ryan's Hope 
[1]@] Search For Tomorrow 
[!I Educational Programming (Tue, Thu) 
[!I Hablamoa Espanol (Mon) 
@] Human Relations And School Dlocl· 
plino(Wad) 
rn The Young And The Roalleao 
rn] Signing With Cindy (Thu) 
rnJ Educational Programming (Mon-
Wed) 
[!]Movie 
1H] Movio (Mon, Thu) 
1:00P.M. 
rn All My Children 
[I] [!ID Daya Of Our llvoa 
@] Educational Programming (Mon, 
Wod) 
[I] Hour Magazine 
rnJ Educational Programming (Thu) 
[!]Movio 
[HJ Movlo (Wed, Fri) 
t:30P.M. 
(!] Electric Company (R) (Mon, Wed, 
Fri) 
[[J As The World Tums 
rnJ Electric Company (R) (Mon, Wod) 
2:00P.M. 
c:a:J One Llfo To live 
[1] @l Another World 
@] Educational Programming (Mon, 
Wad.Fri) 
(!] NYSED Teleconloronces (Tue) 
m~s 
[!] Educallonal Programming (Mon, 
Wad) 
(!!] Movie (Tue, Thu) 
2:16P.M. 
[I]Popeye 
2:30P.M. 
[IJCapHol 
[ID Zarabanda (Wod) 
[!] In Search Of •.. 
[!] Magic Gardon (Mon-Thu) 
[!] Carrascolendaa (Fri) 
!HJ Movie (Mon) 
3:00P.M. 
rn General Hospital 
rn@] Fantasy (Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri) 
IJJ@l Baaeball (Wed) 
[!I Twilight Zono 
rn Guiding light 
rn Inspector Gadget 
[I] Latonlght America (Thu, Fri) 
[!] Untamed World (Mon-Wod) 
[!]Family 
[!] Tom And Jerry And Frlonda 
li!I Movie (Wad, Fri) 
3:30P.M. 
@JOverEaay 
ill Woody Woodpecker And Friends 
rnJ Mlater Rogora (R) (Mon-Wod) 
[!] Pink Panther 
4:00P.M. 
c:a:J little Houso On Tho Prairie (Mon, 
Tue, Thu, Fri) 
crJ ABC Altorachool Special (Wad) 
[1] STM Club With Scooby Doo (Mon, 
Tue, Thu, Fri) 
@] cm Seaame Stroot CR) Q 
[I] Love Boat 
[II He-Man / Mentors Of Tho Unlverae 
[!]Movie 
@l The Fllntstonoa (Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri) 
[!] Supemionda 
lHl The Year 01 The Gontlo Tiger (Thu) 
[HJ Dolly Parton Moote The Kida (Tue) 
4:30P.M. 
m Whal'• Happenlngll 
[!ID Scooby Doo (Mon, Tuo, Thu, Fri) 
[!] Happy Daya Again 
[HJ The Electric Grandmother (Fri) 
(!!] The Marvelous Lend Of Oz (Mon) 
@Dr. Seuaa On Tho looae (Tuo) 
[!.!] Fraggle Rock (Wad) 
6:00 P.M. 
[J.) Pooplo'a Court 
[I] WKRP In Cincinnati (Mon, Tuo, Thu, 
Fri) 
(!] Mlator Rogora (R) 
CID Fantasy Island 
[!] One Day Al A Timo 
rnJ Mister Rogera (R) (Thu, Fri) 
rnJ Electric Company (R) (Mon-Wed) 
@l Bullwinkle (Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri) 
(I!] Uttle Houao On Tho Prairie 
(HJ Neil Young In Concert (Thu) 
(!!] The Year Of The Gentle Tiger (Tuo) 
(!!] Incredible Book Escape (Wad) 
6:30P.M. 
c:a:JNewa 
[1] Three's Company (Mon, Tuo, Thu, 
Fri) 
(!] Electric Coinpany (R) 
[IJNewacope 
[!] Wl<RP In Cincinnati 
Cl] Electric Company (R) (Thu, Fri) 
[!I Powemouae (Morr Wed) 
THURSDAY 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1883 
EVENING 
8:00P.M. 
c:a:J [D [[J [ID Nows 
(!] Oyo Wlllle 
[!] Throo'a Company 
rn] MacNell / Lohror Newahour 
[!] Buel< Rogora 
[!] Love Boat 
@Movie** "T1monder·· (1962. Sc,ence Fie 
110n) Fred Ward. Balrnda Bouer 
8:30P.M. 
c:a:JABCN-ao 
[I]@] NBC Nows 
(!] Buslneaa Report 
(I]CSSN-8 
[!]Taxi 
7:00P.M. 
c:a:J Wheel Of Fortune 
[I] The Jofforaona 
(!] MacNell / Lehrer Newahour 
[IJ Entertainment Tonight 
[l]M"A"S"H 
[ID Bulllneaa Repon 
(!] Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In 
@] Tic Toe Dough 
[!] Fantasy Island 
7:30PM. 
c:a:JP.M. Magazine 
[D (lffl Family Feud 
[I] Hurried Chlldhood 
(!) All In The Family 
[!I Direct line 
[!] Benny HIii 
(!:!]News 
(!!] HBO Coming Attractions 
8:00P.M. 
c:a:J Trauma Center 
[1] [ID Gimme A Break 
(!] [!I Sneak Previews 
CIJMagnum, P.1. 
[I] P.M. Magazine 
[!] Movie * * * "Tho Hoked And Tho Deed" 
(1956, Drama) Aldo Ray, Chfl Robertson. 
[!] Movio *** "Badlands" (1976, Drama) 
Sissy Spacek, Martin Shoen 
(!!] Movie ** "Am1tyv1lle II Tho Possess,on" 
( 1982, Horror) Burt Young, James Olson 
8:30P.M. 
[D [ID Mama's Family 
(!] Red Barber Remembers 
[!] Carol Burnett And Friends 
[ID Artacene 
9:00P.M. 
1]]9To 6 
[D@] Wo Got It Made 
(!] Movio ***II "Odd Man Out·· (1947, Ora· 
ma) James Mason, Robert Newton 
m Simon & Simon 
[I]MervGrilfln 
rnJ Jazz In America 
9:30P.M. 
crJ H's Not Easy 
[D@]Choora 
10:00P.M. 
rn20, 20 
[D @] Live And In Peraon 
[IJ Knots Landing 
[I]Nowa 
[ID The American Horo Show 
[!]] lndopendont Network News 
[HJ Inside The NFL 
10:30P.M. 
[I] Rod Barber Romombera 
[l] Newer!< And Reality 
[!]Nows 
11:00P.M. 
c:a:Jrn(I]Newa 
[!I [!I Monty Python's Flying Circus 
[l]M'A"S"H 
[!]Soap 
ll9l Independent Network News 
[!] Barney MIiier 
lHl Movie ** '"Blood Relallves·· (1977. Dra-
ma) Donald Suthorlnnd, Aude Landry. 
11:30 P.M. 
c:a:J [!] Thicke Of The Night 
[D nm Tonight 
@] IE Latenlght America 
[I] Trapper John, M.D. 
[!] Racing From Yonkers 
[!]] The Honeymooners 
MIDNIGHT 
[!]Nows 
[!] Sanford And Son 
12:30A.M. 
[1] Late Night Wllh David letterman 
(!] Twilight Zone 
[!] Children Botwoen Life And Death 
[!] Saturday Night 
12:40A.M. 
CIJ Movie **II "Women Al Wost Poml"' 
( 1979, Drama) Lmda Pu~. Andrew Siovons 
[@Movie **II "Mad Max·· (1980, Drama) Mel 
Gibson, Joanne Samuel 
1:00A.M. 
c:a:JNewa 
[I] Star Search 
1:30A.M. 
[D NBC Nows Overnight 
[!]Nows 
[!] Twilight Zone 
2:00A.M. 
(I] CBS N-a Nightwatch 
[!] Movie ***II "'Tho Woman In While'" 
( 1946. Mystery) Eleanor Parker. Aloxl9 Sm11h 
[!] Joe Franklin 
[!] Emergency 
2:16A.M. 
[@ Movie *** ""Tho Road Wemor"" (1981, 
Adventure) Mel Gibson, Bruce Spence 
3:00A.M. 
[!] Too late For Africa'& Chlldren? 
[!] Movie * * "Jory" (1973, Western) Robby 
Bonson, John Marley 
3:SOA.M. 
[@ When Women Kill 
4:00A.M. 
[!] Children In Crisis 
,4:30A.M. 
[!I Criola Of Hope 
FRIDAY 
6:00P.M. 
rn rn CID nm Nowa [!I ()ye Wlftle 
[!] Throe's Company 
CID MacNell / Lehrer Newahour 
(!] Buel< Rogora 
[!] Lovo Boat 
(!!] Video Jukebox 
8:30P.M 
c:a:JABCN-sO 
[D@]NBCNewa 
@] Bualnosa Repon 
meas News 
[!]Taxi 
(!!] Cavett Bohlnd Tho Scones With 
Kenny Rogora 
7:00P.M. 
I]] Whoel Of Fortune 
rn The Jefforaona 
@J MacNell / Lohror Newahour 
m Entenalnment Tonight 
[IJM"A"S"tl 
[l!] Bualnoas Repon 
[!] Rowan & Martin's Lough-In 
@] Tic Tac Dough 
[!]]~a 
[@ Inside Tho NFL 
7:30P.M 
I]] P.M. Magazine 
[D @l Family Foud 
mM"A"S"H 
[!] All In Tho Fnmlly 
[ID Sports Week 
[!] Benny HIii 
[!]Beaoball 
e·ooP.M. 
rneenaon 
rn @l Mr. Sm11h 
[!) [ID WashlllQton Weok In Rovlew 
I]] The Dukes Of Hazzard 
[!] P.M. Magazine 
[!]Baseball . 
[@ Movlo *** "Venom" (1982. Suspense) 
Nicol Williamson, Klaus 1<msk1. 
rnwebster 
[D(lfflManlmal 
8:30P.M. 
@] cm Wall $troet Weok 
[l]HealthBoat 
9:00P.M. 
c:a:JLottoryl 
@] lnaldo Business Today 
!]]Dallas 
[!]MorvGrllfln 
cm Lifeline 
9:30P.M. 
@] The Boar Noxt Door 
[HJ Konny Rogora In Concon 
10:00P.M. 
rn Matt Houston 
[D @] For Lovo And Honor 
@) To The Manor Born 
[I] Falcon Croat 
[!]Nowa 
cm Beyond Blindness 
[!] Independent Network News 
10:30P.M. 
(!] Two Ronnlee 
[!]]Nowa 
[HJ Not Nocesaardy The Nows 
10:40 P.M. 
[!] Klner's Komer 
11:00P.M. 
crJ [D !ID Nows 
@] rn] Monty Python's Flying Circus 
[!]M"A"S"H 
[!]Soap 
@] Independent Network News 
[!] Bamoy MIiier 
[HJ Movie * * l\ "Young Doctors In Love·· 
( 1982, Comedy) Michael McKean, Seon Young 
11:30 P.M. 
c:a:J [I] Thicke 01 The Night 
[D@] Tonight 
@] [ID Latonlght America 
Cil Movlo * * * "Let"s Scare Jessica To 
Death'" (1971, Horror) Zohra Lampert, Barton 
Hoyman. 
[!] Hawaii Flvo-0 
{l] The Honeymooners 
MIDNIGHT 
{l] Sanford And Son 
12:30A.M. 
[D ll9] Friday Night Videos 
@] Twilight Zono 
[!] Outer Limits 
{l] Saturday Night 
12:36A.M. 
[HJ Movlo * * ½ ··1. The Jury·· ( 1982. Drama) 
Armando Assante. Barbara Correra 
c:a:JSolidGold 
[l]SoulTrnin 
1:00A.M. 
1:30A.M. 
I]] Movie t '"Draculo"s Greet Love" ( 1972. 
Horror) Paul Noschy, Rossana Yanni 
[!]N-s 
[!] Twilight Zone 
2:00A.M. 
[D NBC Nows Overnight 
[I] Amerlca'a Top Ten 
[!] Joo Franklin 
[!] Solid Gold 
2:30A.M. 
[I] Movie tt!\ "Three Strangers·· (1946. 
Mystery) Geraldine Fitzgerald, Sydney Groen· 
streot 
2:36 A.M. 
(!!] Inside Tho NFL 
3:00A.M. 
(I] CHiPs Patrol 
[!]Movie*** ··cosl A Dark Shadow·· (1957, 
Suspense) Dirk Bogardo, Margaret Lockwood 
[!] Movie * * "Cauldron DI Blood" ( 1968, Hor· 
r0<) Sons Korloll, V1veca Lmdlors, 
3:40A.M. 
l!!l Movie *** "Venom" (1962. Suspense) 
Nicol Wllhomson, Klaus Kmsk1 
4:00A.M. 
mEmergoncy 
[I]Kung Fu 
[!] Bk>Qraphy 
[!]News 
SATURDAY 
MORNING 
6:00A.M. 
6:05A.M. 
6:16A.M. 
1H] Not Neceaaarily The Newa 
6:30A.M. 
[!] Movie **II "The Falcon Takes Ovor'· 
(1942, Mystery) Georoe Sanders. Lynn Ban. 
[l]lnalght 
6:00A.M. 
rn1nalght 
[II Gilllgan's Island 
[!] Pattern For living 
[!] Aprenda lngloa 
li!I Movie** "Treasuro 01 Tho Four Crowns"" 
( 1982, Adventure) Tony Anthony. Ana Obregon 
8:30A.M. 
CI] Community Forum 
[D UnlvoraHy Of Michigan 
rn Bugs Bunny And Friends 
ill Insight 
[!] Thia Wool< In Baseball 
7:00A.M 
rn Vogetablo Soup 
m Saturday Showboat 
[II Captain Kangaroo 
[1J The WOtld Tomorrow 
[ID Sesame Stroet (R) c:;i 
[!]N-9 
[!]) Return To The Planet 01 Tho Apea 
7:30A.M. 
rn Great Spoco Coaster 
[!I Computer Programme 
m Bullwlnkle 
[!] Newark And Reality 
[!]) Pink Panther 
8:00A.M. 
rn New Zoo Rovuo 
[D The Fllntatono Funnies 
(!] Human Roletlone And School Disci-
pline 
[I] The Blskltta 
(!)Wonderama 
[!)How To Take A Civil Service Teat 
[!] Christopher Closeup 
nm Groat Space Coaster 
[!] Tom And Jorry And Friends 
[HJ Movie** "Tho Toy" (1982, Comody) Rich· 
ord Pry0<. Jackie Gleason 
8:30A.M. 
rn The Monchhlchla / little Rascals / 
Richie Rich 
[D The Shirt Tales 
[!I Civlllaatlon 
[I] Saturday Supercado 
12] Make Room For Daddy 
[!] Computer Programme 
[!] Meet Tho Mayors 
@] Dudley Dorlght 
[!]) Herald Of Truth 
9:00A.M. 
rn @] Smurta Q (!] Clvlliaatlon 
ill I Love Lucy 
C!l Lilias, Yoga And You 
(!] Nino On Now Jeraey 
[!] Jerry Falwell 
9:30A.M. 
rn Poe-Man / Rubik Cube , Monudo 
[!I Undor Soll 
illKklaworld 
ill All In The Family 
[!I Sports Week 
[!] Devoy And Goliath 
10:00A.M. 
(!] [!I Woodwright'a Shop 
CID Tho Dukos 
ill Saturday Morning 
[!]Wrestling 
[!]) Eaaonce 
cm lnalde The NFL 
10:30A.M. 
rn Tho littles 
[D Alvin And Tho Chipmunks 
(!] [!I Thia Old Houae 
[I] Charlie Brown And Snoopy 
@]Underdog 
[!])HooHaw 
11:00A.M. 
rn Puppy / Scooby Doo / Schoolhouse 
Rock 
IJJl.!QJMr.T 
[!I !ID Wine, What Pleasure 
[I] Movlo *• "Who Done It?"' (1942. Comedy) 
Bud Abboll, Lou Costello. 
[!]BJ/ Lobo 
[HJ HBO Coming Attractions 
11:30A.M. 
ill Laverne & Shirley & Company 
[!) [ID French Chol 
@J Amazing Spldor·Men / lncrodlble 
Hulk 
[!]) Slakol & Ebert At Tho Movies 
[HJ Movlo ** ··waltz Across Texas·· (1982, 
Drama) Anne Archer, Tony Jastrow 
AFTERNOON 
NOON 
rn Young People's Special 
rnBowting 
00 [!I Magic 01 Oil Painting 
rn NCAA Today 
ill Get Smart 
[!] The Hardy Boye / Nancy Drow Mys-
teries 
[!] How Tho Wost Was Won 
12:30P.M. 
CilillAmorica'a Top Ton 
[!] [I] Victory Gardon 
[[J NCAA Football 
[ID Thundarr 
1:00P.M. 
rn Austin City llmlta Encore 
rn Movie ** "Tho Mummy's Ghost" (1943. 
Horror) Lon Chsney, John Car1adme 
[!] Antiques And Americana 
(!] Movlo * !I "Kung Fu Executioner'' (No Dalo, 
Adventure) Billy Chong, Carl Scott 
rn:J Ariacene 
(!]News 
[ID America's Top Ten 
(I!] Movie * * "Bloody F,sts"" (No Date, Adven-
ture) Bruce Li 
1:30P.M. 
CI] Movie * * '"Wonder Woman" C 1974, Adven· 
ture) Cathy Lee Crosby, Ricartio Montalban 
C!I Matinee Al The Bijou 
IE Movie **II "A Study In Scarlol" (1933, 
M-,ste,y) R8',linald Owen, Alan Mowllroy 
[!)Baseball 
l.!ID Thia Week In Baseball 
ll!I Douglas MacArthur: Tho Defiant 
General 
2:00P.M. 
rn@] Baaeball 
ll!I Movie ** "Treasure 01 The Four Crowns" 
(1982, Adventura) Tony Anthony, Ana Obregon. 
3:00P.M. 
rn Sport118eat 
[!I [I] Masterpiece Theatre 
[!] Movie ** "A Hard Way To D1e" (No Doto, 
Advonluro) 11,Dy Chong, Cart Scott 
[!] Movie ** "Samurai" (1979, Adventure) 
Joe Penny, James Shigeta. 
3:30P.M. 
rn NCAA FootbaU 
4:00P.M. 
[!JUlellne 
[I]Tonn,a 
IES1x Gre,1 
(!!] Mov1et1 
RyonO'Noa1 
@l Movie t1 
Lou Gosse11 L 
[DI]] Newi 
[!]Tonye, 
rIJBluoKn~ 
[IDNumoro 
[!] Racing 
[!] Ster Trei, 
l!!l Movie ti 
Comedy) T,m 
illNBCN911 
(!]Tho la 
[I]CBSN&a, 
[ID tony Br 
(!] In Seard\ 
rnT.J 
rn@JDdl' 
(!] 1983 
Champion~ 
mcuuerTc 
[I]Mov1ott 
Ida Lupmo. 
[ID All Crea. 
(!] Movie t 
Wivos" (1!100. 
Julie Kavner 
[!] Movie I 
Boll" (1970, 
F0<syth 
[HJ Movie ti 
ord Pryor Jach 
[I]ll9]Tha 
[I]LoveBoli 
rn Movie II 
Comedy) B,n 
(ID Movie t 
Suspense) k .• 
rn Im Ca 
Party 
[!I Evening 
[!]News 
(!]Return() 
[!] lndope 
(!!] Mov1s I 
cnco-F1cl1on) 
(ID Movie 11 
Drama)Frar.k 
[I] Movie I 
Time" ( 1967. 
Perreau 
[[)Movie 
(!]Wrestl>'li 
[!] Streets 
[I]ABC N 
rnMua1c 
[!] lndep 
[HJHBO 
[!]OFF 
[IDStarskY 
(I!] Space: I 
ll!] Movie t 
Ryan O"Neal. 
[I]Hawan 
rn Moviol 
Mysle,y) Tei!J 
[!]Kung Fu 
[I]HarryO 
l!I) LIie Of 
enture) 
medy) 
(1979, 
anal 
ama) 
@ Movie * * * % "Blade Runner" ( 1982, Sc1-
ence-Fiction) Harrison Fan!, Rutger Hauer 
4:30A.M. 
[!] Best Of Groucho 
[I]Eme,oency 
[!] Biography 
SUNDAY 
MORNING 
6:00 A.M. 
6:06A.M. 
(fl News 
6:30A.M. 
rn University Of Mlehlgan 
(fl Point Of Vi-
[!] Christopher Closeup 
6:"6A.M. 
[!] Davey And Goliath 
6:60A.M. 
0 Time For Timothy 
6:00A.M. 
rn Human Dimension 
rn This 18 The Life 
m Captain Kanoaroo 
(fl New Jeraay Report 
[!] College Football Highlights 
6:20A.M. 
[DNewa 
6:30A.M. 
[21 Black Forum 
rn Faith For Today 
0BlackN-a 
(!]News 
[Bl Video Jukebox 
7:00A.M. 
[21 The Wood Tomon-ow 
rn Music And The Spoken Word 
[I]W.V.Grant 
0 Jerry Falwell 
[ID Mister Rogers (R) 
(!] Newllfll And Reality 
[j] Wall Street Journal Report 
[Bl Movie **II "S.O.S Tilanic" (1979, Ora· 
ma) David Janssen, Cloris Leachman. 
7:25A.M. 
[ID Community Scene 
7:30A.M. 
[21 Jimmy Swaggart 
lJ] Soul Of Faith 
CID Day Of Discovery 
00 Electric Company (R) 
(!] Jack Van lmpe 
ID] Wild Kingdom 
8:00A.M. 
lJ] That Teen Show 
@J Don't Look Now 
lord CID Oral Roberta 
less, 0 Jimmy Swaggart 
mary 
The 00 Sesame Street (R) D (!] Tony Cole-Whlttak<ir 
[ID Kenneth Copeland 
(j] Tom And Jerry And Friends Rich· 
1981, 
8:30A.M. 
cr] Robert Sehuller 
rn our Community 
[I] Straight To The Source 
[!] Day Of Discovery 
9:00A.M. 
rn Three Stooges 
@] Don't Look Now 905
· [[] Sunday Maas 
day 
Sc, 
949, 
(!]Popeye 
I]] Don't Tell Your Mother 
[!] Oral Roberts 
[ID D. James Kennedy 
9:30A.M. 
cr] Jerry Falwell 
rn Three St00gea 
m Jewish Journal 
U] Bugs Bunny And Friends 
(fl POint Of View 
[!] Josie And The Pussycats 
[HJ Movie** "Harry's War" (1981, Comedy) 
Edward Herrmann, Geraldine Page 
10:00A.M. 
rn Three Stooges 
@] Supensoccer 
tIIKaramu 
0 WOody Woodpecker 
I]] Sneak Previews 
57, [!] Sunday Mau 
[ID Robert Schuller 
[!] Pink Panther 
10:30A.M. 
rninslght 
rnBqw11ng 
[I] Sunday Morning 
I]] Matinee At The Bijou 
l!l That's The Spirit 
[!] Three Stooges 
11:00A.M .• 
[21 Community Forum 
01 @] College Football 
Gig, 0 Movie ** "Golialhon" (1980, Drama) Li 
Hs,u-Hsin, Hsiao Yao. 
l!l Make Peace With Nature 
[ID Popi Goes The Country Club 
[!] Movie **II "ffrt The Ice" (1943, Comedy) 
Abbott and Coslello, Ginny Simms. 
11:30A.M. 
n" [21 Thia Week With David Brinkley 
[1] Black Perapective 
[!] Rex Humbard 
[ID H's Your Business 
7, [Bl Fraggle Roel< 
AFTERNOON 
NOON 
[1] ~ Meet The Presa 
OONewa 
l!l Sports America 
[!] Robert Schuller 
[Bl Video JukeboK 
12:30P.M. [a] The Muppeta 
·rn~NFL'83 
OONFL TOday 
[!] Movie **II "Volcano" (1969, Adventure) 
Maxim~ian Schell, Brian Kerth. 
e) [Bl Movie *** 'TICl<et To Heaven" (1981, 
Drama) Niek Mancuao, Saul Rubinelt. 
12:"5P.M. 
0 Movie** "GI Blues" (1960, Comedy) Elvis 
3. Prealay, Juliet Prowse. 
,,., 1:00P.M. 
= Elgtit la Enough ~ Ill !IM NFL Football rn:::,. Shaknpeare Plays 
1:30P.M. 
(!] Mlater Rogeni Talka WHh Parenla 
[!]Baseball 
2:00P.M. 
crJBaaebafl 
@ Murder Moat English 
2:30P.M. 
[@Sitcom 
2:45P.M. 
en Movie **** "Gueas Who's Coming To 
Dmner" ( 1967, Comedy) Sidney POIIIO<, Kalhanne 
Hepburn 
3:00P.M. 
@ Movie **II "My Dear Secre1ary" ( 19-48, 
Comedy) Laraine Day, KIii< Douglas 
[!]] Movie *** "Whatever Happened To Aun! 
Alice?" (1969, Suspense) Geraldine Page, Rulh 
Gordon 
[@ Movie **II "S.O S TI!anic" ( 1979, Dra-
ma) David Janssen, Clons Leachman. 
4:00P.M. 
[I]@] NFL Football 
rn To Be Announced 
4:lOP.M. 
[!] Klner's Korner 
4:30 P.M. 
crJ Movie "Hey Abbott" (No Dela) 
[!] Running My Way 
CID Firing Line 
[!]News 
5:00P.M. 
@Doctor Who 
en Bionic Woman 
[!] S.W.A.T. 
[!]] Movie * * "The Balt,more Bullet" ( 1980, 
Drama) James Coburn, Omar Shani 
5:30P.M. 
CID Inside Albany 
[@ Video JukeboK 
EVENING 
8:00P.M. 
rnrnNewa 
CIJ Movie*** "Across 1101h Streel" (1972, 
Drama) Anthony Quinn, Anthony Franc,osa 
CID Claaslc Country 
[!] Hawaii Flve-0 
Im Movie **II "It Came From Hollywood" 
(1982, Comedy) John Candy, Dan Aykroyd 
8:30P.M. 
rnABCNewat;J 
rncesNews 
7:00P.M. 
rn Rlptey'a Believe II Or Not 
[I] @] Finlt Camera 
rn 60 Minutes 
CID Austin City Llmlte 
[!]Switch 
[j] Solid Gold 
7:16P.M. 
00 Ascent Of Man 
7:30P.M. 
(HJ Fraggle Rock 
8:00P.M. 
rn Hardcastle & McCormick 
[I]@] Knight Rider 
rnAilce 
til Star Search 
CID Evenlno At Pope 
[!] Straight Talk 
[l]Salute 
Im Movie ***II "The World According To 
Garp" (1982, Comedy) Robin Williams, Mary Belh 
Hurt 
B:15P.M. 
00 Ascent Of Man 
8:30P.M. 
rn One Day At A Time 
9:00 P.M. 
[al Movie *** "Heaven Can Wa,t" (1978, 
Fanlasy) Warren Beatty, Juhe Chrislle 
00 [ID Masterpiece Theatre 
rn The Jefferson& 
tIJ Sarajevo '84 
(!) New Jersey Report 
[j] Let Us Continue To Work Together 
9:30 P.M. 
rn Goodnight, Beantown 
(!) Meet The Mayors 
[!]] Siskel & Ebert At The Movies 
10:00P.M. 
[I]@] The Yellow Rose 
00 The Pallleera 
[[] Trapper John, M.D. 
enNewa 
(ID The Glullnl Concerts 
(!) Jimmy Swaggert 
@ Independent Network News 
10:20P.M. 
!rnSllcom 
10:30P.M. 
[fJ Sports Extra 
[!]] From The Editor'& Desk 
11:00P.M. 
[a][I](filNewe 
[!] Israeli Diary 
II]OffTheSet 
(ID College Football 
(!)The World Tomorrow 
@] Independent Network News 
[!]] Odd Couple 
ll!] Movie ** "Hany'a War" (1981, Comedy) 
Edward Herrmann, Geraldine Page. 
11:30P.M. 
rnsw11e11 
rn The Jelferaona 
[!] Jazz In America 
[filHarryO 
en David Susaklnd 
[!] It ta Written 
@l Jim Bakker 
[!]] The Honeymooners 
MIDNIGHT 
[I] The Rockford Flies 
[!]Movie*** "1776" (1972, Musical) WII· 
11am Daniels, Howard da Sliva 
[!]] Star Trek 
12:30A.M. 
[I] Slakel & Ebert At The Movies 
ill Taking Advantage 
12:"5 A.M. 
Im When Women Kill 
1:00A.M. 
crJ Nall/nrille On The Road 
[ID Hawaii Five-0 
[lJ Twilight Zone 
1:30A.M. 
rnABCNawa 
[lJ lncSeperlden1 Network News 
1:45A.M. 
Im Movie *** "The Road Warrior" (1981, 
Adventure) Mel GibllOO, Bruce Spence. 
2:00A.M. 
[I] CBS News Nightwatch 
[lJ Space: 1999 · 
3.'<lOA.M. 
(!) Movie *** "Godspell" (1973, Mua1cal) 
Victor Garber, David Haskell 
[!]Kung Fu 
Im Sitcom 3:20A.M. 
3:50A.M. 
@ Movie * * * "Ticket To Heaven" ( 198 1, 
Drama) N,ck Mancuso, Saul Rubinek 
4:00A.M. [!] Life Of RIiey 
4:30A.M. 
[j] Best Of Groucho 
MONDAY 
EVENING 
6:00P.M. 
Q](I]@]Newa 
[!] Y.E.S. Inc. 
en Three's Company 
[ID MacNeil / Lehrer Newshour 
[!] Bue!< Rogers 
[!] Love Boat 
6:30P.M. 
[I]ABCN-so 
[I] @l NBC News 
00 Buslneaa Report 
meas News 
enTaxl 
Im Kenny Rogers In Concert 
7:00P.M. 
rn Wheel 01 Fortune 
rn The Jelferaona 
00 MacNell / Lehrer Newshour 
ill Entertainment Tonight 
CilM'A"S"H 
CID Buslneaa Report 
[!] Rowan & Martin's Laugh·ln 
@l Tlc Tac Dough 
[lJ Fantasy Island 
7:30P.M. 
[I] P.M. Magazine 
Q] @l Family Feud 
[I]M'A'S'H 
til Alt In The Family 
[ID Inside Albany 
[!]Benny Hill 
[!]~s 
Im Fraggle Rock 
8:00P.M. 
rn That's Incredible( 
[I]@]Boone 
[!] [ID The Navlgatora 
[fil Scarecrow And Mrs. King 
til P.M. Magazine 
(!) Movie * * * "Love In The Attemoon" 
(1957, Comedy) Gary Cooper, Audrey Hepbum 
[j] Movie **** "II Happened One Nigh!" 
(1934, Comedy) Claudette Colbert, Clar1< Gable 
IHI Movie **II "Palemity" (1981, Comedy) 
Burt Reynolds, Beverty D'Aagelo. 
8:30P.M. 
0 Carol Burnett And Friends 
9:00P.M. 
[J] NFL Football 
Q]@] Tonight's 21st AnnlverSBry 
@] Cl!] Great Performances 
[filAfterMASH 
0 Merv Griffin 
9:30P.M. 
rn The Jefferson& 
(HJ HBO Coming Attractions 
10:00 P.M. 
rn Emerald Point N.A.S. 
0Newa 
[!] Independent Network News 
(HJ Movie **II "I, The Jury" (1982, Orama) 
Annande Assanle, Barbara Carrera 
10:30P.M. 
@] [ID Grant Wood's America 
(!] [!!] News 
11:00P.M. 
[I][]JN-s 
@(ID Monty Python's Flying Circus 
[f]M'A'S'H 
(!)Soap 
@] Independent Network News 
[!] Barney Miller 
11:30P.M. 
[1] [ml Late Night With David letterman 
@] (ID Latenlght America 
ill Hart To Hart 
0 Thicke Of The Night 
(!] Hawaii Flve-0 
[!] The Honeymooners 
MIDNIGHT 
crJN-a 
[!] Sanford And Son 
ll!) Kenny Rogers In Concert 
12:30A.M. 
crJ Thicke Of The Night 
[I] Late Night With David Letterman 
@Twilight Zone 
[!] Otller Limits 
[!]] Saturday Night 
12:40A.M. 
[I]Columbo 
t:OOA.M. 
en Hogan's Heroes 
(HJ Movie **II' Mad Max" (1980, Drama) Mel 
Gibson, Joanne Samuel 
1:30A.M. 
[I] NBC News Overnight 
til Chico And The Man 
[!]Newa 
[lJ Independent Network News 
2:00A.M. 
ill CBS News Nightwatch 
en Midday 
[!] Joe Franklin 
[lJ Emergency 
2:,40 A.M. 
IHI Movie** "Blood Rela11ve," (1977, Ora 
ma) Donald Sulherland, Aude Landry 
3:00A.M. 
00ffTheSet 
[!] Movie **II "Cry 01 The Penguins" ( 1972, 
Comedy) John Hurt, Hayley Mills 
[lJ Movie *** "The Road To R10" (1947, 
Comedy) Bing Crosby, Bob Hope. 
4:20A.M. 
Im Movie **II "I, The Jury" (1982, Drama) 
Allnande Assanle, Barbara Carrera. 
TUESDAY 
EVENING 
6:00PM. 
rn rn @l News 
00 v .e.s. 1nc. 
rn Three'• Company 
[I] MacNeff / Lehrer Newahour 
[!] Buck Rogers 
[!] Love Boat 
IHI Movie * * "Treasure 01 The Four Crowns" 
( 1982, Adventure) Tony Anlhony, Ana Obregon 
6:30P.M. 
crJABCNewso 
rn @l NBC News 
[!] Business Report 
[I]CBSNews 
[!]Taxi 
7:00P.M. 
[I] Wheel Of Fortune 
rn The Jelferaons 
[!] MacNeil / Lehrer Newshour 
rn Entertainment Tonight 
llJM'A"S'H 
[ID Business Report 
[!] Rowan & Martin's laugh-In 
!!ID Tlc Tac Dough 
[!] Fsn1aay Island 
7:30 P.M. 
[I] P .M. Magazine 
[I]@] Family Feud 
rnM'A"S'H 
til All In The Family 
[ID Joe Paterno's TV Ouartert>acke 
[!] Benny Hill 
[!]News 
8:00PM. 
[I] Just Our Luck 
Q]@] Baseball 
@][!)Nova 
[I] The Mississippi 
[!] P.M. Magazine 
[!] Movie ***II "Amenca At The Movies" 
( 1976) Documenlary Narraled by Charlton Hes 
ton 
[!] Movie "Tourist" (1980) Lea Menwether, 
Bradlord Dillman 
IHI Movie** "The Toy" (1982, Comedy) Rich· 
ard Pryor, Jackie Gleason 
S:30P.M. 
[I] Happy Daya 
[!] Carol Burnett And Friends 
9:00P.M. 
rn Three's Company 
[!] [ID Vietnam: A Television History 
[I] Movie "Secrets 01 A Molher And Daughlar" 
(Premiere, Orama) Kalharine Ross, Linda Ham,l· 
lon. 
0MervGriffln 
9:30P.M. 
rn Oh, Madeline 
10:00 P.M. 
[I] Harl To Hart 
[!] River Of Innocence 
[!]News 
[ID Wild America 
[j] Independent Network News 
(HJ Movie ** * "Venom" ( 1982, Suspense) 
Nicol W1lhamson, Klaus Kinski. 
10:30P.M. 
[ID Fall And Rise Of Reginald Perrin 
(!] Nine On New Jersey 
[!]News 
11:00P.M. 
rnrn®Newe 
@] [ID Monty Python's Flying Circus 
[f]M'A'S'H 
(!] Soap 
[ml Independent Network News 
[l] Barney Miller 
11:30P.M. 
rn [fJ Thicke Of The Night 
[1] @] Tonight 
00 Cl!] Latenight America 
00 Magnum, P.1. 
[!] Hawaii Flve-0 
[!] The Honeymooners 
11:36P.M. 
(HJ Movie ** "Am1tyv11le 11: The Possession" 
(1982, Horror) Burt Young, James Olaon. 
MIDNIGHT 
[jJ Sanford And Son 
12:30A.M. 
[1] Late Night With David Lettermen 
@] Twilight Zone 
[!] Children Running Out Of Time 
[jJ Saturday Night 
12:40A.M. 
[filMcCloud 
1:00A.M. 
rnNews 
[fJ Hogan's Heroes 
1:25A.M. 
(HJ Movie** "Five Days One Summer" (1982. 
Drama) Sean Connery, Belay Branlley 
1:30A.M. 
[1] NBC News Overnight 
U] Chico And The Man 
[!]News 
[!] Independent Network News 
2:00A.M. 
[[] CBS News Nlghtwatch 
U] Movie** "The Haunted Slrangler" (1958, 
Horror) Bans Karlott, Derek Birch 
[!] Joe Franklin 
[!] Emergency 
3:00A.M. 
[!] Movie *ll "Ski Faver" (1967, Romance) 
Martin Milner, Claudia Martin 
[lJ Movie** "Dracula's Casile" ( 1969, Hor· 
ror) John Carradine, Otlo Kruger 
3:20A.M. 
IHI Movie** "Harry's War" (1981, Comedy) 
Edward Herrmann, Geraldine Page 
WEDNESDAY 
EVENING 
8:00P.M. 
gJ[fil@]News 
[!] Y.E.S. Inc. 
0 Three's Company 
(Ji] MacNell / Lehrer New8hour 
00 Buck Rogers 
[!] Love Boat 
Im Movie ** "Wallz Across Texas· 
Drama) Anne Archer, Teny Jaslrow 
6:30P.M. 
[J]ABCNewao 
rn@l NBC Newa 
@Business Report 
(I)CBSNewa 
enTaxi 
7:00P.M. 
crJ Wheel Of Fortune 
rn The Jefferaona 
[!] MacNell / Lehrer New8hour 
[ID Entertainment Tonight 
l!]M"A"S'H 
IJ]Bualneaa Report 
[!] Rowan & Martln'a Laugh-In 
@) 1lc Tac Dough 
[lJ Fantasy Island 
( 1982, 
7:30 PI.I 
[I] P.M. Magazine 
Q] ijID Family Feud 
!IDM'A'S"H 
[!] All In The Family 
[ID A Baby, Mayt,e 
[!]Benny Hill 
[!]News 
THE 11 flt\Ct\N 11 
8:00P.M. 
[I] The Fall Guy 
Q] @] Baseball 
[!] [ID Castle 
ill Whiz Kida 
[!] P.M. Magazine 
[!] Movie *** "The Kremlin Leller" ( 1970. 
Suspense) 81b1 Andersson, Richard Boone 
[!] Movie **II "Phantasm" (1979, Horror) 
Michael Baldwin, Angus Duncan 
IHI Movie * * * ½ "The l'lortd According To 
Garp" ( 1982, Comedy) Robin W,11,ams, Mary Belh 
Hurt 
8:30P.M. 
0 Carol Burnett And Friends 
9:00P.M. 
[I]l)ynaaty 
@] [ID Vietnam: A Television History 
[I] Movie "Carpool" (Premiere, Comedy) Har 
vey Korman, Ernest Borgnme 
0MervGriffln 
10:00P.M. 
[I]Hotel 
[!] [ID The German Americana: 300 
Years In The New Land 
CIJNewa 
[!] Independent Network News 
10:30P.M. 
[!]~Jersey People 
[j]N-a 
Im HBO Coming Attractions 
11:00P.M. 
rnrn®Newa 
00 [ID Monty Python's Flying Circus 
CIJM'A'S'H 
[!] Soap 
!!ID Independent Network News 
[!] Barney Miller 
[HJ Movie*** "Ghost Story" (1981, Honor) 
Fred Asla1re, John Houseman 
11:30P.M. 
crJ 0 Thicke Of The Night 
[I] @] T onlghl 
[!] [ID Latenlght America 
[]] Pollca Story 
[!] Hawaii Five-0 
[!] The Honeymooners 
MIDNIGHT 
[l] Sanford And Son 
12:30A.M. 
[I] Late Night Wtth David Letterman 
00 Twilight Zone 
[!] Outer Limits 
[!] Saturday Night 
12:,40 A.M. 
00 Movie **½ "The Longss1 Dnve" (1976, 
Weslem) Kurt Russell, Tim Malheson 
1:00A.M. 
rnNewa 
[I] Hogan's Heroes 
[HJ Movie **II "The Bell Jar" ( 1979, Orama) 
Marilyn Hassell, Julie Hams. 
1:30A.M. 
rn NBC News Ovarnlght 
[I] Chico And The Man 
(!)News 
[!] Independent Network News 
2:00A.M. 
[]] CBS News Nlghtwatch 
0 Movie *** "The Advenlures 01 Mark 
Twain" (1944, Biography) Frednc March, AleXIS 
Sm11h. 
(!] Joe Franklin 
[!]] Emergency 
3:00A.M. 
(!]Movie**½ "Eagle In A Cage" ( 1971, Ora· 
ma) John Gielgud, Billie Whitelaw 
[j] Movie**** "Kmd Hearts And Coronets" 
( 1949, Comedy) Alec Guinness, Oenn,s Pnce 
(HJ Movie ***I\ "Pnnce 01 The C,ty" ( 1981, 
Drama) Treal W,11,ams, Jarry Orbach 
For Your Convenience: 
This handy pull-out will 
be a weekly feature. 
Copyright• tQ.83 T,V Dara, k'liC 
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What to do 
HIURSDA Y. SEPTEMBER 29 
THEATRE: Ithaca College 
Theatre presents "Ttie Great 
Nebula in Orion," a student· 
directed one-act play. 4 pm. 
Dillingham Center for the Per-
forming Arts. 
MUSIC: Faculty voice recital by 
carol McAmis. 8:15 pm. Ford 
Hall Auditorium. 
FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 30 
THEATRE: See Thursday. 
Sept.29. except curtain time is 
8 pm. 
MONDA Y·FRIDA Y 
EXHIBIT/GALLERY: The Ithaca 
College Handwerker Gallery 
opens its 1983·84 season with 
"Ithaca Faculty Artworks." An 
opening reception for the col· 
leclion of paintings, drawings 
and photographs by faculty ar-
tists will be held Friday, Sept. 
23 from 5-7 pm. The Hand· 
werker Gallery is located on 
the first floor of the Caroline 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2 
MUSIC: Junior trumpet recital 
by Beth Ann Hall. 4 pm.Ford 
Hall Auditorium 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3 
\1USIC: Concert by the Ithaca 
Brass Quintet featuring o. Kim 
Ounnick. trumpet: Jane Dun-
nick. trumpet: Liz Lester. horn; 
Robert Reifsnyder, trombone 
and oave Unland, tuba. 8:15 
pm. Ford Hall Auditorium. 
Tl!ESDA Y, OCTOBEH 4 
LECTURE: The Ithaca College 
Chemistry Department's 
1983·84 Seminar Series con· 
rmues when lkenna Onyido. 
professor of chemistry at the 
University of Ibadan, Nigeria, 
speaks on "The Influence of 
Steric and Electronic Effects on 
the Mechanism of Aromatic 
Nucleophilic Substitution Reac· 
lions in Dipolar Aprotic 
Solvents." 4:30 pm, Science 
Building, room 307 
(refreshments served at 4:15 
pm). 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5 
LECTURE: The 1983-84 Marxist-
Feminist Speakers Series con-
tinues at Ithaca College when 
Annelle Kuhn, British writer 
and critic, speaks on 
"Feminism.Culture and 
Cinema." 8pm, Textor 103. 
MUSIC: Faculty clarinet recital 
by Michael Galvan featuring a 
performance of "Abyss of the 
Birds" from "Quartet for the 
End of Time" to com-
memorate Messiaen's 751h 
birthday. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6 
MUSIC: Concert by the Ithaca 
Woodwind Quintet featuring 
David Berman, flute; Peter 
Hedrick. oboe: Robert Schmidt, 
clarinet: John Covert, French 
horn and Edward Gobrecht, 
bassoon. 8:15 pm, Ford Hall 
Auditorium. 
READING: Writer Michelle Cliff 
will read from her works. 8:30 
pm, Gannett 111. 
Ithaca, NY Millard 
Lampel l's "The Wall." a 
<lramalizarion of John llcrscy·s 
bPst sdling novel about life 
and death in Warsaw's .Jnvish 
ghe1to during World \Var II will 
open llhdra Collcg<''s 1983·84 
Thcatw Season on Fmlav 
Ocl.7. ·' 
ANY LuNcH oR DlNNE 
Y2. PR1CE ~ 
Wi.th. -\:n., ":, COl4>01\ 
FINGER LAKIN'GOOD 
The play, directed by 
Richard Clark, chairman of the 
department of theatre arts. 
runs through Thursday, Oct. 13 
(except Sunday, Oct. 9). Perfor-
mances begin at s pm each 
evening in the Dillingham 
Center for the Performing Arts. 
"Thf' Wall" is a story of 
Jewish heroism in the. ghetto 
during the holocaust. 
There are many tragic 
scenes that Lampell has culled 
from the novel and brought to 
life from the printed page. The 
awakening feeling among the 
Jews of Warsaw that their 
comrades are being taken to 
the gas chambers, their deter-
mination to resist and go 
underground. their hopeless 
fight against the German police 
and soldiers and the ultimate 
destruction of the ghetto are 
scenes that bristle with 
emotion. 
These scenes lead to a tense 
final act, in which an outpour-
ing of destruction and hatred is 
told through the eyes of a small 
group living within the confines 
of the ghetto. 
The College's production 
stars Charles L. Siegfried as 
Dolek Berson, Caroline Feeney 
as Smyrka Berson, Mark D. 
Friedman as Pan Apt, Elisa 
Schwartz as Rachel Apt, and 
Robert Koch as Fishel Shpunt. 
The large cast features 32 
performers. 
Central Casting Theatre 
opt>ns its seventh season with 
Wilhc1m Finn's fast-paced, 
musical comedy MARCH OF 
THE FALSETTOS. MARCH en• 
joyed a long and successful 
run at Playwright's Horizon's in 
New York City. Critics there 
noted his "original. unpredir-
tablt' melodies that run from 
melancholy ballads to eccen· 
tric comic riffs." Tht· 
playwright himself described 
MARCH OF THE F Al..SETTOS 
as "a passionate work about 
being scared to death of love." 
II is the story of Marvin, who 
leaves his wife and son for 
another man. The subsequent 
divorce is a joyous thing for 
everyone - except Marvin. The 
entire story is told in song. 
MARCH OF THE FALSET-
TOS is directed by guest direc-
tor Johnna Murray. He spent 
the summer assisting director 
James Lapine on the workshop 
of SUNDAY IN THE PARK 
WITH GEORGE by Steven Son-
dheim and James Lapine. 
bound for Broadway this 
season. She has stage manag-
ed extensively on and off-
·broadway, including William 
Finn's and Charles Rubin's 
AMERICA KICKS UP ITS 
HEELS at Playwright's 
Horizons and the original New 
York and Los Angeles mm-
vocalist, Mark Fortgang and 
Sep1em1>cr 29, 1983 
lege theatre and music 
students, and Will 5achse a ten 
Yt',u old student at the 
\1ontessori School and a 
pdnies of MARCH OF THE 
h\LSETTOS. Musical director 
is Ellen Michelmore. Ms. 
Mit helmore has an extensive 
musical background and cur-
rently is Chairperson of the 
Music Department at Ithaca 
1 ligh School and teaches vocal 
music. Cast members include 
guest actor from New York 
David McGrath, Diane 
Ouckama, a local well knn"'n 
violinist. 
Previews will I)(' helct on 
September 29 and JU. The 
plays open on October 1 and 
will continue Thursday through 
Sunday until October 23. Cur-
tain lime is at 8:30. Tickets are 
available at McBooks on 
Aurora Strret or call 272-1688. 
Note: Reviewers are 
welcome on or after October 1. 
Please call the theatre at 
272-1688 to reserve seats. 
Central .Casting Theatre is a 
nonprofit organization, funded 
in part by The Tompkins Coun- · 
ty Arts Council United Arts 
Fund and The New York State 
Council on the Arts. 
Matthew Bennet, Ithaca Col· --· ,,;:,• ~· ;:i,-,;:-. ·~ ·~ ·~·~•8•8•8•s•s•::: 
HAVE YOUR CAR PROFF.SSIONAILY 
TINTED 
~ .;..;;i._ ~ ~ or' ,~ 
' Cl.SlOM GI.ASS TINTING .• 
Tickets for "The Wall" go on 
sale Sept. 26 in the Dillingham 
Bow Office. General admission 
tickets are 53.50 for the Tues-
day, Wednesday and Thurs-
day evening performances am! :,; 
54 for the Friday and Saturday ~ 
shows. Tickets for Ithaca Col· ~ 
lege faculty and staff. all :i5 
students. senior nrizcns and~ Specializing in Cars, Trucks, Vans, Boats 
Friends of Ithaca College arc 52 ~ 5 Year Warranty 
dlld S2.50 respectively. ~ Jack li,dges lJlurie Benedicl I 
Season tickets for the 1983·84 L;i,j 273.SOIO 
season are also available. Call For A Free E!.limare 
' - - - : ~~~~~~<a,._~~~~~~~~ 
e:s._~~~~-..,_'->-.._,_~,___.._,_'--'->':->-~'<-,.~--.,.._~~~~~~~'-"e>.~~~,~~"',,.."->-~"-'RS"'S~eS~~ 
SAILBOARDS FOR SALE 
Complete boats from $339 NEW 
Boards from 
~ i MINSTRAL,SAINY AL,BIC,HIFL y ,and WIN0SURFE1 
] Wetsuits from I' 
103 N. Aurord St. Valid q/zq-10/s 
........... -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.~-.~.!....:....J O'NEILL and PRIMO 
'To Keep Your Spirits Up'· 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE 
TO I. C. CAMPUS 
2 1 8 ON TH[ COMMONS 
· · h·a111r111~ lhe ~ im·,1 ..,d,·,·1ion 111 '\. \ . ..,,at,·\\ im•," 
WEEKLY SPECIALS 272-2111 
Car racks, Harnesses, Clothing, Vuarnet 
sunglasses, Books, Footwear 
Rentals and instruction at LAKE RENTALS, East Shore Drive 
$IO/hour includes wetsuits 
_ Announcing NYB Sailboard Club; 
$69.95 mcludes 6 ho?r International Windsurfer Sailing School's certifica-
tion course PLUS 10 hours rental. 
Membership good notll May 31,1984. Membership fee completely rdundable with board purcb 
New York Boardsalllng Inc., 618 W.State Sl.,llbaca, N.Y.(behlnd 8 & w Supply Co.) 273-~· 
I ~ 
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REVIEW 
by Dave Marsh plain, "however, try "Mealy Townshend and other men-
\C\ l983, Rolling Stone BeatyBig and Bouncy." tors. Unfortunately, his humor 
Magazine. Distributed by Los ----------· can occasionally lapse into 
/\ngeles Times Syndicate Al G 1,11 mere vulgarity ('"I.L.B.T.s") reen: Rise Again 
Eurythmics: Sweet Dreams and his penchant for hard hard Myrrh)--Two Stars (Are Made of This) (RCA)--Four rock doesn't always resolve 
Stars Gospel-influenced 
th0ugh his itself into anything so focused 
soul hits may have been, 
The synthpop exoticism of Green's gospel albums have as a song. When ii does ("I can 
"Sweet Dreams" makes it one be Play That Rock & Roll." "The en consistently disappoin-
of the most distinctive hits of ting, none more so than this Worry Song," "Space Age 
a rather dreary season. And . Whiz· Kids") you're reminded one. He's still got a great voice. 
Annie Lennox is one of the but his readings of classic that Walsh was probably the 
most striking lookina and soun- h real role model for Sean Penn's •-o yrnns (here, "Leaning on the 
d·1ng s·,ngers to emerge from 1 character in Fast Times at Ever asting Arms·· and "I Just 
Britain lately. So even though can·t Make it By Myself") are Ridgemont High," the ultimate 
the other songs aren't nearly as not only fairly ordinary, they hippie good old boy. When it 
gripping, they are all at least I h doesn't. he's just another ex-pa e next to t e great ward 
1·1stc11able. It's hard to forgive · Eagle, but without the commit-singers and other vintage 
them their jive reworking of gospel groups and soloists. menr of Don Henley or the 
Sam and Dave·s "Wrap II Up," Green is probably at his best sweet voice of Glenn Frye. 
l>ut where they wax on pop gospel material ("Peo-
mysterioso, this is one of the pie Get Ready" from his 
more fetching pop ensembles "Higher Plane" LP), but there's 
of the Ei~hlies. nothing like that here. And the 
-·o·a·vi•d•. Bo-wi-e:·Go-l•d•en_Y.ea·rs-• originals on this set are mere-
lRCA.\--Three stars ly competent. at best. He may 
RCA's first cash-in collection very well rise again, but given 
since Bowie left the label lacks this approach, it won't be the 
tht' distinction of either of its heights of his "I'm Still In LOve 
<'arlier "ChangesoneBowie" or With You" heyday. 
"ChangesTwoBowie" sets. On Joe Walsh: You Bought It-· 
tht' other hand. it's a nice cor- You Name It (Full Moon)-· 
rcctive to allegations that Three stars 
Bowie is one of the most in- Walsh remains one of the 
fluential or greatest artists of funniest American rockers, and 
the period. And there are four his full-throated guitar roar is a 
solid tracks here: " Golden genuinely grabbing throwback 
Years." "Fashion." "Scary to the heyday of white electric 
~lonsters (And Super Creeps)." blues boys and the post-
and "Ashes to AShes." For the psychedelia of Pete 
definitive "I Can't Ex-
Tf!E ITHACAN 13 
TRIVIA 
by Stephen Tropiano 
There are fans. There are 
fanatics. And there are Honey-
moonies, worshippers of one 
of the most popular television 
sitc:oms-- The Honeymooners. 
While fans of I Love Lucy or 
AU in the Family have nine or 
ten seasons to memorize and 
discuss. Honeymoonies only 
have to weal! thirty- nine film-
ed episodes. This quiz is 
designed for those who have 
watched all thirty-none over 
and over again. 
I. How much does Ralph 
Kramden make a week.(Ed 
Norton made tht' same 
amount)? 
2. What is Ralph's social securi-
ty number? 
3. What is the Kramden·s 
address? 
4. What alley do Ralph and Ed 
bowl on? 
5. What organiazation were 
Ralph and Ed members of? 
6. Where did Ed Norton work? 
7. What two actresses played 
Alice and Trixie? 
8. What is the name of the 
Grand High Exaulted Buler of 
1hr Racoon Lodge? 
9. In what part of New York Ci· 
ty do the Kramdcn·s live? 
to. Finish the following phras(': 
"Alic<'. you·re .... .-· 
LAST 
w 
~ 
K 
Answer's to last weeks quiz on 
M*A*S*H. 
I. Hadar's first name is Walter. 
2. Corporal Klinger·s 
hometown is Toledo, Ohio. 
3. Hawkeyc·s name is derived 
from The Last of the Mohicans. 
4. Hawkeye and Trapper wew 
plafed by Donald Sutherland 
and Elliot Gould in the film 
version. 
5. M •A• S • H stands for Mobile 
Army Surgical Hospital. 
6. Hawkeye·s hometown is 
Crab Apple Cove. Maine. 
7. Margaret's ex-husband is 
Lieutenant Colona! Donald 
Penohscott. 
8. "Suicide is Painless"" is tht· 
M* A *S*l-1 theme song. 
9. Tlw author of the original 
novel L'i Richard Hooker. 
10. B.J. ·s witc"s name i~ Pt·g._... 
,,, jj]Xjjj j' i OJ j jj jj ii .. i I ii I i j iii I li l ii i It' I j ,, lj I' ji •• i Ii II jj H jj i j jj i 
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Crossword Puzzle 
15 Yegg's target 
By Holen 19 Pinnacle 
Fasulo 20 Detestation 
ACROSS 21 Aerie, for one 
1 "Downstairs'· 22 Prepare for 
worker planting 
5 Birthplace of 23 Salt lake of 
a prophet Asia 
10 Cavalry 24 Prefix with 
weapon rocket 
25 Subject ot a 
Frost poem 
26 Architectural 
moldlng 
27 Everglades 
Indian 
29 Gypsy 
31 Pasture 
herbage 
33 Preserve, in a 
way 
34 Subdivision 
of a genus 
37 Cole of music 
fame 
38 Occupy 
42 Wherethe 
Tiber flows 
43 Military 
insignia 
47 In good order 
St•ptember 29. 1983 
-Edited by Margaret Farrar and James L. Boldt 
48 Singsong 
50 Certain jeans 
52 Odin's 
59 Ibsen 
character 
60 Blbllcal 
weeds 
62 Descendant 
of Esau 
65 Turkish 
chamber 
66 Zane Grey 
stories 
68 Two jacks 
69 Soothsayer 
71 Earth's 
milieu: Abbr. 
72 "--John" 
ofTV 
75 Barn loft 
76 Carriages 
80 Honeybee 
genus 
81 Copies 
86 Permit 
87 Furniture 
item 
89 Forest 
clearing 
90 Pate 
protector 
91 River city 
in Illinois 
93 Audience 
94 Manxrnen 
96 Member of a 
religious sect 
-of Syria 
98 Take wing 
99 Tea type 
101 Deeds.Lalin 
style 
103 Old Hebrew 
measure 
104 Swatter 
106 Some 
surrealist 
brother 
53 Inveigles 
55 Lustrous fur paintings 
57 Small amount 108 Large 
58 Fashionable 110 Whitney 
fabric invention 
111 Properties 
' 
. \ 
.. - - - ..:. - -·- ..... -- . 
113 -- herring 
114 Paris, Pierre 
and Papeete 
118 Sweet girl of 
song 
119 Loom product 
124 Draft animals 
125 Kind of 
gesture 
127 Wheat, in 
Madrid 
129 Cleopatra's 
maid 
130 Jar, In Mexico 
131 German 
president 
(1919-25) 
132 Snlggler 
133 Bit of change 
134 Marmalade 
ingredient 
135 Fodder plant 
136 Weather word 
137 Arab 
chieftain 
DOWN 
1 The Meuse, 
in the 
Netherlands 
2 Measured 
space 
3 Moslem 
priest 
4 Fine in 
text•!t;e 
5 Foolish 
6 Noble, in 
Neustadt 
7 Mentions 
8 Mongrel 
9 Love token, 
old style 
10 Lumbering 73 Symbols of 
site severity 
11 Cameroon 7 4 Brooklets 
tribe 76 Student unit 
12 Churls 77 Spartan serf 
13 Contrary 78 Oil of rose 
current petals 
14 Objects to 79 Range animal 
15 Playful 82 Topgallants 
16 Sea lettuce 83 Torn --
17 Antagonists 84 Prop for 
18 Farm females Picasso 
28 Snatch 85 Cubic meter 
30 Tuber plant 88 Tough wood 
32 Needlefish· 89 Fall flyers 
35 Bottle sizes 92 Nonconform. 
36 Unpleasant isl 
sight 95 Foments 
38 Acquired 97 Spot for a 
relative diner 
39 River into 99 Roman 
Pamlico Bay household 
40 Long-eared gods 
creatures 100 Corrode 
41 Rose 102 Kennedy or 
drawback Dulles 
43 Savory 105 Set of tools 
44 Nut pine 107 Stripling 
of the 109 Zuider--
Southwest 111 Hogback 
45 Curtail 112 Rustic steps 
46 Woman's 114 Farm 
loose robe structure 
49 Nuclear 115 Wheel shaft 
experiment 116 Hawaiian 
51 Get up and go volcano 
54 Houston goddess 
headwear 117 American 
56 Harvest wolf 
activity 120 Pulitzer 
58 Faithful winner for 
61 Medieval fiction, 1958 
helmet 121 In good shape 
63 Bathes briefly 122 Branches 
64 Diffident 123 North Sea 
67 Inda-Chinese feeder 
native 126 Work unit 
68 Family man 128 Unit of 
70 Frigate bird electricity 
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OFF-CAMPUS HAPPENINGS 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY ART 
DEPARTMENT FACULTY 
EXHIBITION 
An exhibilion cortsiSliog of a 
MUSEUM HOURS: IOam-spm 
Tuesday-Sunday. Free 
admission. 
CONT ACE PERSON: Kris 
DeLuce-Beach 607-256-6464 
selecliort of works in all media -----------
hy current members of tile art 
department faculty and local 
art professors emeriti 
September 14 · October 30, 
1983 
THE NON-RESIDENTIAL AR-
CHITECTURE OF FRANK 
I.LOYD WRIGHT 
centering on five important 
building projects, thiS exhibi-
tion of photographs. · objects 
and documentary material will 
examine Frank Lloyd Wright's 
contribution to non-residential 
design. The exhibition is being 
organized by guest curator 
Jonathan Lipman and is fund-
ed by the New York Stall:' 
council un the Arts. the S.C. 
Johnson Company and the 
Johnson Museum. 
september 14 - ocrober 30, 
1983 
SPIRIT & RITUAL: ANCIENT 
CHINESE BRONZES FROM 
THE MORSE COLLECTION 
The Hinckley Museun an· 
nounces two programs to be 
held in conjuntion with its 
latest exhibition, "American 
Painted and Decorated Fur-
niture; An Expression or Self." 
Both programs will be held at 
the museum, 410 East Seneca 
St.. Ithaca. New York. 
On October I, Saturday, from 
l:30-3:30, Susan Belmler will 
demonstrate the history and 
techniques of Early American 
wall stenciling, including 
original designs and their trad-
tional location in the home. 
Prepaid registration is due 
September 29th and the s10.oo 
fee covers the cost of the 
materials for the workshop. 
Enrollment limited 10 17 
participants. 
on October 6, Thursday 
evening at 7:30, Richard 
Barons will discuss "Early 
American Painted Furniture" 
and show slides of fine ex-
amples located throughout the 
North Eastern United States. 
The program is open to the 
public and donations are 
welcome. 
For more information. CON-
T ACT: Ellen Baker WikStrom at 
the museum 273-7053. 
These programs are funded 
in part through a grant from 
The Tompkins County United 
Arts Fund. The Hinckley Mu-
seun announces two programs 
lional location in the home. 
Prepaid registration is ~ue 
September 29th and the s10.oo 
fee covers lhe cost of the 
materials for the workshop. 
Enrollment limited to 17 
participants. 
On October 6, Thursday 
evening at 7:30. Richard 
welcome. 
For more informa1ion, CON-
T ACT: Ellen Baker Wikstrom at 
the museum 273-7053. 
These programs are funded 
in pan 1hrough a grant from 
The Tompkins County United 
,\rts Fund. 
Baro~s will . discuss ·:Earl:, Universiry union at Buffalo 
American Pa~nted Fur_mture concerts is proud to announce 
and show slides of fine ex- a special Homecoming 
amples localed throughout the weekend event. A concert will 
North EaStern. United States. lake place on Sunday, October 
The program IS open to the 9, 1983. at 8PM in the UB Alum-
public and donations are ni Arena on the Amherst 
campus. 
Tick<·ts arc priced al SIO.()() 
students. sn.oo general public. 
and S13.00 day of show. They 
are available al UB. Bufralo 
Slate College, and all Festival 
and C.T.O. ticket outlets. 
The name of the hanct rs 
'TALKING HEADS." 
For more information. picas(' 
contact Chris Kostelas at 636-
2957. 
YES YOU CAN 
Still rent a refrigerator 
CATI, 272-3000 for dorm 
delivery by ''REFRIGE..D_~TOR 
MAN'' 
Twenty-three vessels and 
other bronze objects dating 
from the 14th through 5th cen-
turies B.C. and representing 
most of the types and forms of 
ritual ceremonial vessels of 
China's great Bronze Age will 
t>e in this loan exhibition from 
the private collection of Mr. 
and Mrs. Earl Morse of New 
York City. Originally organized 
for an exhibition at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Ari. 
September 14 - OCtober 30. 
1983 . 
THE EXPANDING CINEMA . ex-
perimenral film series spon-
sored by Cornell Cinema and 
rhe Johnson Museum. Films 
will be shown on Sunday. 
September 25. al 2 p.m. in the 
museum lecrure room. Admis-
sion is free and open to the 
public. 
$39 for full school year 
to be tield in conjuntion with its 
latest exhibition. "American 
Painted and Decorated Fur-
niture; An Expression of self." 
80th programs will be held at i 
the museum. 410 East Seneca "~ 
St .. Ithaca. New York. ~
on October 1. Saturday. from rr=================================n 
1:30-3:30, Susan Belmler will 
demonstrate the history and 
techniques of Early American 
wall stenciling, including 
original designs and their trad· 
Fall In Festival 
at the Cornell Plantation Arboretum 
Free admission, 
exhibits about growing and using plants 
entertainment- family fun 
wagon rides and free balloons 
chicken barbeqoe and other food 
fesdval but tons and T-shirts 
Date: OCTOBER 1 
(rain date OCT 2) 
Time: lOa.m.-Sp.m. 
Rad :,arldit& at "B" lot oa Rt. 366 
IIQa. ,._ die c:or.el apple cwellard, 
Free .,.. to fellml- , 
for lllale ldCIIWatioll cal 2S6-JllO 
COME SOCIALIZE WITH US 
STOP IN AND SEE WHAT WE'RE DOING ... JUST FOR 
YOU! 
EvtRYt..Jcos 
9 - \ \ 
.....,,. .,, " 
o.-~ "._ 
~~o·.~ 
RAFFLE NIGHT ·'". °\;;' 
TUESDAY "-
OCTOBER 4th 
9-11 
Spoosored by Miller ICPUB 
SENIOR NIGHT 
NOV 11 
J 1 J J J '.;'• 'C ...... ..,, "\., ""• • Y ... •.~ ......... _. - '., • 4 • • .. • • W f .. • f , •• ' • - .., • Y .. • .. 9' • • .. • 9 It' r • .. .- • • .r • • " • • • • ' • • • '"" • •, 0 "t •, I I •, ', "I O "I 0/ "I I 0 1 ... J 'f 't I I I 1 / I I • ~ I • f I t I • • , • I f • I • • • e • o , • • 1 • • 
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r-·(;e1 d,;~n ~)~ ~~igo, an~ -- - 1 
·, pracleece eatini: Le best chicken wing, 
1 
in Ithaca for Le ween~ deeng .. 
I on Sundu~ October 2nd at 2:00p.rn. 
in the Haunt allt~ . · 
~---- - - ----, .------
\ 
scprembcr 29, 1983 
''In cooperation with the Haunt and FM 93 .. '' 
1 
"THE 2ND ANNUAL DOS AMIGOS WING DING, IN COOPERATION WITH THE HAUNT 
11\ AND FM 93, WILL BE HAPPENING THIS SUNDAY AT 2:00 IN THE HAl!~T ALLEY ... 
,J.~· /~· The grand prize given to the KING WING EATER includes: 
-'-~)- '"' r-r " I) A t,ass to all live musical ev~nt~ at the Haunt for the rest of the ~ear 
vlif CH\C." 
1 ™~ 2) A complete dinner for two at Dos Amigo's 
\--~ CHIC 3) The much coveled KING WING DING TROPH\' 
~l ··.contestants can preregister at Dos Amigos. The five dollar entr~· fee includes all the beer and 
wings you can handle .. 
\ Spectators can get an order of wings for onl~ $1;93 and a pitcher of beer for ju!,t $.93 .. FM 93 will be 
there spinning the best Mexican tunes and will be calling the pla~· h~ pla~· for the preliminar) and final 
heats of wing eating .. 
That's the 2ND ANNUAL DOS AMIGOS WING DING brought to ,·ou b,· the Haunt. FM 93 and DOS AMIGOS 
SUNDAY at 2:00 p.m. in the Haunt alley .. preliminaries start at 2:45 so register now at DQS AMIGOS. Dos Amigos. 
THE PLACE TO BE FOR HOT CHICKEN WINGS. 
BUREAU 
Proudly Presents 
BOBBY and the MIDNITES 
Featuring BOB WEIR of the GRATEFUL DEAD 
Sunday, October 23rd 
8:00pm 
Tickets go on sale Monday at Egbert Union 
Campus Activity Office. 
Limit four (4) tickets per valid student I.D. 
Read the ITHACAN, listen to 92 ICB-FM for details 
Ben· Light Gym 
September 2fl. 11)8:J 1 Ill: 11 HJ\CAN 17 
Graham Parker 
by John Sharples 
Graham Parker and band "C'.an·t Take Love for Granted" 
hopped into Cornell's Bailey llhough "Sounds Like Chains" 
Hall last Friday and 1n a and many others run a close 
musically dynamic, vocally second) and I wasn't surprised 
superlative performance, when Graham tolcJ me that was 
played amny of the songs that his personal favorite on the 
make tunes from hi!> superb album. "I get so hungry 
new album The Real Macaw. now/Eating my heart out" he 
Graham Parker burst on to sany, and you could tell tha1 
the music scene in 1976, every ounce of his concentra-
spcarheading the British pub- tion went into his movmg vocal 
rock invasion that Elvis delivery and stage 
Costello was also part of. mannerisms. 
Though, there are similarities Another highlight wa.c.. 
between the two there are also "Passive Hesisiance· · from the 
major differences: Parker's new album. "I won't say wha1 
lyrics arc more direct and in- this song is about, because 1 
tense than Costello's complex keep getting into trouble with 
work-play, and musically the radio stations." said 
Graham remains truer to the Graham as he introduced this 
R&B/rock/folk roots that he and powerful ballad that laments 
Elvis share. the over-programming of radio 
I saw Graham Parker in 1981 formats. "Nothing could be fur-
on his Another Grey Area tour ther removed/Not everybody 
in Philadelphia, and despite the wants to be soothed ... Put the 
successes of Friday's concert, demographics away." Other 
I enjoyed the Philly show more songs performed were such 
overall. This was probably Parker classics as "Fools' 
because then the band had Gold", "Thunder and Rain", 
been on the road longer (Bailey the moving "You Can't Be Too 
Hall was the eighth show of the Strong" (a Sparks song that 
tour) and because Parker per- tastefully deals with an abor-
formed a wealth of material tion). "White Honey", "Local 
from his Up fucalator and Girls" and "New York Shuffle", 
Another Grey Area albums, the all-out rocker that was the 
which were absolutely on fire. final encore. 
On this tour, Graham has The band was, of course, 
elected to do no songs from HOT. Parker fans were 
those albums, instead concen- delighted that Brinsley 
trating on older material and Schwartz, lead guitarist from 
his new album. 1 spoke to the Rumour, was on hand to lei 
Graham about this and other fly his characteristically sizzling 
things at the Ramada Inn satur- licks, and many were surpris-
day morning, and since he is ed to see Hugh Gower (The 
not doing interviews on this Records, David Johansen 
tour I will respect his wish and Band) on rhyt~m guitar. George 
not quote him verbatim here, small, who played keyboards 
but his feelings were that the on the last two albums (and 
songs on the last two albums John and Yoko's Double Fan-
were more production tasy l was good but no match 
oriented, wheras the songs on for the Rumour's Bob An-
The Real Macaw stand on their drews, and the rhythm section 
own as compositions more. of Michael Braun (drums) and 
Probably the finest perfor- Kevin Jenkins (bass) was funky 
mance of the evening was and rock-solid. I sensed a slight 
~**·****~**-:Y:t*********" l Susannah Heschel t 
: will speak on : 
:· "Being a Jewish Feminist" l 
~ Thursday, Oct.6th 8pm *· 
<fl ' * 
: TEXTOR 103 : 
: PLAN TO BE THERE : 
<fl Sponsored hi. IC HILLEL lf» 
~ . FRt.E! lf» 
~~+~++~+~+++++++~++~\ 
Need a· term paper, resume, or job 
application typed, then call HEL 
UNLIMITED at 273-1323 
5pm-10pm 
Ithaca's oldest and best typing 
service 
g ranteed work 
sllffnt'ss in tile hand's feel thar 
wa~ not there at the 1981 con-
cert 1thc personnel was the 
.c..am<· t'Xrept for Gowen. so I 
a!->surrn· they will loosen up ,LS 
rlw tour proceeds. 
Th<' sound wa~ mixed very 
well. ancl very loud. but the 
lack of people in Bailey Hall 
evidt'ntly caused some un-
wanted echo farther back. 
The criticism I've heard most 
about the show was that "he 
didn't do enough hits." Other 
than simply not being true, this 
nit1cism. while perhaps ap-
plicable to a Journey concert, 
is complerely irrelevant to 
Graham Parker, whose entire 
premise revolts against such. 
profit-oriented thinking. My ma-
jor problem with the show was 
that he didn't play enough of 
his earlier. lesser-known 
material. 
Hey, this guy's no parrot, 
he's the Real Macaw. Thanks 
tor me ~real time. Graham. As 
for merest of vou. don't miss 
him next time amtmd 
Don't forget this Monday in the Campus Ac-
tivity Office tickets go on sale for Bobby and 
the Midnites. The show is October 23rd at 
8:00pm in the Ben Light Gym. Tickets are 
$6.50 for I.C. students and $7 .50 for the 
general public 
The Center for Outdoor 
Recreation Experiences 
@ ----... ( \ \ 
I 
\ 
WHAT IS CORE? 
*C.O.R.E. is the outdoor equipment rental 
and resource center of Ithaca College 
WHO DOES IT SERVE? 
• 11 services all of the Ithaca COiiege 
Community. 
HOW CAN WE HELP? 
! 
*We have tents, backpacks. mess kits, ' I I \ 
outdoor literature, and information about 
I 
I 
all the area campsites. 
-...... _ __.,.. 
So whenever you need 10 get away from 
11 all. get down to C.O.R.E .. then get 
outdoors!! 
' - ___ _,.._ 
----------So whenever you need to get 
away from it all, get down to 
C.O.R.E., t,hen get outdoors!! 
/ 
I 
b Located in Egbert Union Office 
274-3149 
.. ·- - -
J 
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COLLEGE PICK OFF 
Doug Kurt Jim Steve 
ltbaca vs Alfred IC IC IC IC 
St. Lawrence vs Hobart SLU SLU SLU SLU 
Cornell vs Cincinati Cin Cin Cin Cin 
West Virginia vs Pitt. WV WV WV WV 
Maryland vs Virginia M M M V 
Boston College vs Temple BC BC BC BC 
Brown vs Princeton B B 8 B 
Anny vs Harvard A A o\ A 
Iowa vs Illinois IO IO IO IO 
Florida vs Auburn A A A A 
Each week campus sports media experts Doug Clauson, Kurt Smutko, Jim Connors, 
Steve Mayer, Seth Fenton, Dennis Read, Mike Catalana, and Ivan Gottesfeld test their 
wits in predicting top college football games. 
ON THE MOVE: Ithaca's Clare Lamont battles a Syracuse player for a loose ball dur-
ing yesterday's contest. 
Field Hockey from p. 20. I Next week Ithacan 
passing. Lisa Clarke is playing 
well. and Linda Amuso has 
had some good games. On 
defense Jenny Powers has 
been playing well. Heather 
Doyle and Barb Wachowiak on 
offense have been playing 
very well and Doyle has 
demonstrated excellent 
stickwork," 
The team is facing three 
tough games next week at Cor-
nell then in Virginia at the 
James Madison Invitational. 
The girls will also be making 
up their rained out game 
against Colgate on Saturday 
sports editor Doug 
Clauson takes an inside 
look at the Ithaca foot-
ball tradition. 
' 1, 
Football At Its Best 
e GRIDIRON REPORT;• 
~
With Head Coach Jim Butterfield 
Sunday Nights at 1 O:OOpm on WICB-TV 13 
Sponsors 
Versatile Food Management Services Inc., The Printer's 
Gallery, Dryden Specialty Trophy, Pudgles Pizza, J. 
Goulds College Outfitters, Hhaca Composition 
Graphics, The Ithacan, The Ithaca Times, 
Cullan's Sporting Goods, Bausch & Lomb. 
Seth Dennis Mike Ivan Coach lnco 
IC IC IC IC IC 
SLU 
Cin 
WV 
M 
BC 
p 
SLU SLU SLU SLU 
A 
IO 
A 
Cin 
Wv 
M 
BC 
p 
A 
Ill. 
FS 
Cin 
WV 
M 
BC 
p 
A 
10 
A 
Cin Cin 
WV WV 
V M 
BC BC 
B B 
A H 
IO IO 
A A 
This week's celebrity 
picker:Bomber Coach Mike 
lnco. 
Last week's _Results 
Doug 7-3 
Steve 6-4 
Jim 6-4 
Seth 6-4 
Ivon 6-4 
Dennis 6-4 
Mike 5-5 
Kurt 5-5 
STANDINGS 
Doug 22-8 
Ivan 22-8 
Steve 22-8 
Mike 21-9 
Seth 21-9 
Jim 21-9 
Dennis 20-10 
Kurt 19-1 I 
NFL STANDINGS 
American Contennce NIIIOnal COnlttYO 
EHlffn 
- w L T Pct. PF p,. E11ttm Dono, 0 0 1000 11, 80 Buffalo J 1 0 750 1, 57 
.V.1hlnglon 1 0 .750 107 73 Miami J 1 0 .750 68 5' NY. Glanll 2 0 .500 62 60 Ba\llmore 2 2 0 .500 8-t 87 Phlladtlphla 2 0 .500 59 6'I Now England 2 2 0 500 98 99 St. Lou/1 J 0 250 75 115 N.Y. Jels 2 2 0 .500 91 93 Ctnlrll c.mrai Mlnnu01a J 1 0 .750 83 102 Cltvtland J 0 .750 99 8-t Grttn eav 2 2 0 .500 '12 11, PtllsbUrah 2 0 .500 98 91 Chicago 1 J 0 .250 1M 16 Cincinnati 1 0 .250 '6 6' D1lro11 1 J 0 .250 611 11 Houston 0 0 .000 85 131 TamPa Bav 0 
' 
0 .000 '3 70 Wtstem Wt11'm L.A. Raiders San l'ranclsco 3 1 0 .750 131 16 o.nv,r Allanto 2 2 0 .500 83 71 S.allle L.A. Rams 2 2 0 .500 9' 87 Kanu, Cllv New Ortffftl 2 2 Q .60G·109 99 Sea D 
WOMEN 
BEGIN 
TOURNEY 
PLAY 
by Scott Kaye 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Tennis team with a loss to COi-
gate last week, brought their 
record to 2-2. The lady 
Bombers played a tough Divi-
sion I team in Colgate and end-
ed up losing 7-0. The scores for 
the match were as follows: 
Priscilla Davis at first singles 
lost 6-0,6-0;second singles 
Paula Kelley lost 2-6,2·6:third 
singles Jackie Fiore, lost 
3·6,1-6:fourth singles Jeanne 
Crawford lost 3·6,2-6:and roun-
ding out the singles players at 
fifth singles was Beth Greene 
who also lost 3-6,4-6. At 
doubles Lisa Brown and Alice 
Houghton lost 3-6,2-6:and a se-
cond doubles Sue Wallner and 
Julie Gabriel lost 5-7,3-6. 
Although the Bombers lost 
7-0,"the score was not in-
dicative of the type of perfor~ 
mance that we put on," says 
Coach camell. "There were no 
walkaways in this match, 
everyone was played . close, 
even Priscilla Davis our top 
singles player who lost 6-0,6-0 
played tough." 
Although ii is still too early in 
the season to determine how 
the Bombers will finish up this 
season, Coach Carnell feels 
that "we are still molding." 
Last year the Ithaca College 
women's tennis team was 1·3. 
With most of their roughest 
matches under their belt, the 
team can now settle down and 
start dominating on the court. 
The lady Bombers still have to 
face a very tough Cornell on 
Sept. 7, but if they could come 
out With a victory, things can 
only get brighter. 
Starting on Sept. 30, the lady 
Bombers will go to RPI to com-
pete in the ICAC tournament. 
Representing Ithaca are 
Priscilla Davis and Paula Kelley 
at singles. At doubles are Usa 
Brown and Alice Houghton 
combining .for one team and 
Jeane Crawford and sue 
Wallner for the other. The tour-
nament will be very com· 
petitive with teams like RIT 
and St. Lawrence competing. 
Ithaca which has already fac-
ed both of these teams this 
season and·. wound up losing, 
can only hope for a victory this 
time around. 
(, 
September 29. 1983 
Bill Bonsu has teamed with freshman George Dianni to 
give the Bombers an explosive offense this year. 
BOMBERS 
FALL 
TO CORNELL 
by Debbie DiMaggio 
The Ithaca COiiege women's 
sorcer team is having trouble 
getting untracked in the early 
part of the '83 season. After 
coming back from two straight 
lossses to beat Southern Il-
linois. the Bombers breezed by 
Albany State only to fall apart 
under the pressure of the 
tenacious Cornell team. 
The home bout against 
Albany State was really no 
contest for the Bombers. 
"We played well but we had 
a definite advantage. Had the 
teams been more evenly mat-
ched. it would have been a 
better game:· said Buettner. 
Three new players scored 
for I.C. who took the victory 
3-0. Sophomore Sue ·whitman 
netted I.C. 's first goal with an 
assist from senior Janet Wright 
and forward Julie Aspenleiter. 
In the second half, freshman 
midfielder, Terri Cilento would 
score as well as senior Lisa 
Herzog with sophomore Lisa 
Castano picking up the assist. 
"It's nice to have goals from 
people you don't expect to 
score. It gives the team deptn 
and makes us a greater threat: 
having the ability to have 
anyone score." 
The de.fense under the 
leadership of senior tri-captain 
Cheri Goetcheus played well 
calling on goalkeeper Laura 
Slagle only 4 times. 
IC had trouble scoring last 
Friday when Cornell came to 
1.c. The Bombers couldn't get 
on the board and fell victim to 
the "Big Red" team 1-0. 
"We were flat, we didn't play 
our game at all. We played a 
kick and run game. and that's 
no good. There wasn't enough 
communicating out there 
either." explained Buettner. 
Junior tri-captain, Leslie Mur-
phy agreed with Coach 
Buettner. 
"Our team was not prepared 
to go out and play a tough 
game. We didn't play our game 
and overall we just weren't 
together. I just hope we can get 
back on the winning track and 
pick up a few wins." said 
Murphy. 
SPORTS RAP 
- National and local sports coverage 
- Commentary 
- Special Guests on SPORTSLINE. 
Sunday evenings 6:00 pm 
on THE. SPORTS STATION WVIC 
61 AM, I 06 FM Cable 
I 
Sports Spotlight 
DIANN/ BEGINS 
PROMISING CAREER 
by Ivan Gottesfeld 
Each fall season a freshman 
bursts into the South Hill 
spotlight by performing better 
than expected on the playing 
field. Most recently these blue 
chippers have been on the 
football and field hockey 
gridirons. but this year he can 
be found on the soccer field. 
George Dianni is a freshman 
from Arlington H.S. in Lagran-
qeville. N.Y. In his first four 
games as a starting varsity for-
ward. he has scored two goals 
and added one assist (5 points) 
to help lead the Bombers to 
their best start in recent years. 
(3-0-1). "He is a very talented 
player." says head coach Ray 
Rostan,"He has given us a big 
lift when our offense was 
struggling." 
Top Scorer 
Scoring is nothing new for 
Dianni who was a prolific 
scorer in high school. He earn-
ed all county honors three con-
secutive seasons and was 
highly touted by many col-
leges. Dianni's nose for the net 
intrigued surh schools as Hart-
wick and Hofstra, yet he rhose 
Ithaca College because of its' 
overall advantages. " I really 
enjoy the Ithaca area." says 
Dianni, "and was looking for a 
plare where I could play 
immediately.·· 
Student I Athlete 
It is very diffirult to handle 
the pressures in the classroom 
as well as on the field for any 
studentlathelete. To do that 
sucessfully as a freshman is a 
much more difficult task. "I 
was very nervous coming in." 
adds Dianni. "but practicing 
each day with the guys made 
me feel much more comfor-
table and at home. I found that 
playing relieved alot of the 
(lther anxieties." 
Dianni has disrovt'red that 
college practices tend to b<" a 
hit more tiring than those in 
high school. The games 
themselves he describes a, 
being a bit faster and mucl, 
more physical. Co-Captain Bill 
Bonsu (team5 leading scorcn 
has been around the soccer 
program long enough to know 
a good addition when he sees 
one. "George ha<; very good 
skills and he keeps improving 
day in and day out." says Bon-
~u. "he ha<; had a great start. 
and I hope he continues to play 
this well." 
Everyone involved with the 
Ithaca College soccer program 
hopes that George Dianni can 
continue to play the way he 
has through his first four varsi-
ty games. If he and the rest of 
the team play up to their poten-
tial, a banner year seems very 
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\THE ITHACAN! SPORTS 
ITHACA DESTROYS 
FORDHAM 36-7 
by Doug Oauson 
The llharn College Bornlwrs 
got bark on th<· winning track 
with a 36-7 trouncing of the 
Fordham Umvcrsity Harns 
this past Saturday ell Ja('k Cof-
fey Field in the Bronx. 
IC start<·ct slowly. scoring on-
ly three points 1n th<' first 
quarter on a Chris \Vt'iller field 
goal. 
"They w<·rc alllc to stop our 
option in the first quarter. "said 
Ilea(! Coach Jim Butterfield. "In 
the :_ :·cond quarter. we W<'r<' 
able to get untrn('kt·<I an<! 
made some adjll';trn<'nts 111 our 
offense." 
Stone blocks punt 
The second quarter proved 
to be the diffcren('e in the con-
test as the Bombers scored 20 
unanswered points to take a 
23-0 halftime lead. In the 
quarter. cornerbark Bob Gnco 
picked up a blocked punt by 
Dave Stone and ran for a 
score. Fullbacks. Gino Van Vort 
and John Corning also scored 
in the quarter. \'an Vorrs· TD 
came from 53 yards out. while 
Corning plunged in from the 
two. 
"Ttwy are c·t·rtainly om· of 
the pr<·mier warns on the llivi-
'>ion Ill lev<"I." said Fordham 
Coach O''.\Jeal rutem. "They 
took total advantage of tile 
mistc1kes wt· mad<' on 
Saturday." 
llharn op<·1wd its lead to 36-0 
111 tile third quarter on n~nwr 
Dan C,<'<'1i's fumble wcovcry in 
the <·n,J zone and Srntt 
C:kmt>nts J8 yard touchdown 
run. Fordham avoided a 
shutout by scoring in the fourth 
quarter on an eight yarcl 
FALL 
SCOREBOARD 
Varsity Football 
IC 36 Fordham 7 
Womens Soccer 
IC 3 Albany 0 
Womens X-Country 
IC 16 Scranton 30 
Mens X-Country 
JC 19 Geneseo 37 
Mens Soccer 
IC 2 Rochester I 
Womens Tennis 
Colgate .7 IC O 
1ouct1down pass from Dan 
McCain to Pet<' Clankt·. 
"Tt1i!-> was a must wm ganw 
for us." said Buttcrfwld. "W<' 
tried to attack their incx-
perit>nn· from the start." 
Mack wins MVP 
The Bombers enjoyccl their 
finest offensive game of th<' 
young '83 season on Saturday. 
IC gainccl 425 yards in total of-
f<'nse including 163 through the 
air. Quarterback Kurt OeLuca 
had hLs best day of the year go-
mg 8xll. 
"Kurt set up and threw the 
ball real wc11.··said Butterfield. 
"He did an excellent job runn-
ing the ball club." 
Five of DeLuca·passes were 
caught by game MVP. George 
Mack. 
"I was just waiting to get by 
chance out there."said Mack. 
"I felt really confident with 
their man to man coverage and 
Kurt and Steve Kass got the 
ball to me real well." 
On the ground. Ithaca was 
paC'ed by Van Vort and 
Clements. Van \'ort was Sx 72 
while Clements. playmg in his 
first g,un<' since a pre-season 
ankle injury, gained l1J yarcls 
on six carries. 
Anderson leads secondary 
lld<·nsively. the Bombers 
were l('d by Dave Stone and 
strong safety Hoy :\ndcrson. 
Stone. an :\II-American at his 
outside lmebackt·r spot. block· 
ed two kicks to bring his car<'er 
total to 10. :\nclcrson l<·d the 
Bomber sernndar~ as th<·y 
shut down the Fordham pass-
lllg attack throui,ihout the 
contest. 
The win couldn't have come 
at a better time for the 
Bombers after a heart-breaking 
24-14 loss to St. Lawren('e last 
week. 
The "Ithaca Gridiron 
Report" will be aired on 
-CBS Sports "NCAA TO-
DAY" show that will profile 
college coaches corner shows 
this Saturday between 3:30 
and 4:30 on CBS. 
Alfred next 
Ithaca is now 2-1 on the 
season and visits Alfred next 
we<·k to take on the Saxons. 
The Bombers lost to Alfred last 
year on South Hill 20-7 and the 
two teams are traditional rival<;. 
"It's going to be a hard tough 
ball game on Saturday," said 
Butterfield. They've beaten us 
the past two years so the in-
centive for us is there." 
Bomber Blasts 
nm Torrey inJtJr<'d an elbow 
on Saturday and will be out fo1 
a couple of weeks. Doing col-
or commentary for WTKO's 
coverage of Bombers football 
is former Ithaca coach Gary 
Bucci. Bucci teams with 
veteran of Ithaca radio Red Joe Eps1eintHharan 
Parton. Saturday's game will Raeann Winkler heads past a Bucknell defender during 
be broadcast at 1:30 pm on /C's win. See story below. 
both WTKO and WICB-FM. '----------------------~ 
FIELD HOCKEY 
BRINGS RECORD TO 
4-1 
by Maureen Robinson 
The women's varsity field 
hockey team shut out 
Syracuse yesterday aft<·moon 
to extend their winning record 
to 4 and I. 
The Bomllns controlled the 
garn(' from the start and got on 
the board early with a goal 
frorn Tracey Moyer. Most ac-
tion in the first l1alt took place 
in Syrat'use·s end and was 
tughlightcd by Moyer's goal 
ancl her breakaway attempt 
later in the half. IC's offense 
put intense pressure on 
Syracuse throughout the game. 
The two goals in the second 
half were by Barb Wachowiak 
and Linda Amuso. · 
This was IC's second shutout 
ol the season. the first one was 
off of Buffalo University 7·0. 
Other IC wins have come 
against Hartwick. 3-1. and a 
tough win against Bucknell on 
Saturday which went into <Jou· 
ble overtime. The Bomber's 
only loss has been against Na· 
ticmal Division 2 runner up 
Bloomsburg State Coach DorLs 
Kostrinsky explained "Our 
team played well. but 
Bloomsburg played excep· 
tionally well. They controlled 
the ball better. their passes 
were better. and they put alot 
of pressure on us. Karen 
Howarth in goal played excep-
tional letting in only four out of 
INSIDE: 
SPORTS 
SPOTLIGHT 
Dianni off to a fine start. 
COLLEGE 
PICKOFF 
seventeen shots on goal." 
Kostrinsky had many com-
pliments to pay the defense 
players of the team. Howarth. 
Peg Radkiewicz. and Claire La-
mont. "They are playmg very 
ronsistantly. They have been 
tested and they're working 
harder with each game." 
Kostrinsky finds the "whole 
team is working really hard. 
The new players are meeting 
my expectation." However she 
is "disappointed in the return-
ing players. They're taking too 
long to get back into the game. 
The defense is far ahead of tht> 
offense in terms of consistan-
cy. we still need to work on 
continued on p. 18. 
The -experts head info week number four. 
